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**CLOSEOUT BARGAIN BOOKS**

*Items in this online catalog are in limited supply and are no longer listed in our print catalogs, so this may be your last chance to purchase them.*

Save up to **80%** off cover prices on these subjects:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adventure</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amateur Sleuths</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Books</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Mysteries</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartoons &amp; Comic Strips</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children’s Books</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classics &amp; Literary Fiction</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comedy &amp; Farce in Fiction</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coming-Of-Age Novels</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contemporary &amp; Cutting Edge Fiction</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Saga Novels</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fantasy Novels &amp; Story Collections</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female Detectives</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fictional Biographies</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gay &amp; Lesbian Fiction</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghost &amp; Horror Story Collections</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphic Novels &amp; Comics</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardboiled Detectives &amp; Private Eyes</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical Fiction</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical Mysteries</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horror Novels</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Fiction</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing Person Mysteries</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More Fiction</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More Mysteries &amp; Detectives</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mysteries &amp; Whodunits</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romance</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science Fiction</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherlock Holmes</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Stories</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Story Anthologies</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spies &amp; Espionage</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thrillers</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westerns &amp; Cowboy Stories</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women in Fiction</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FALLING DARKNESS By Karen Harper. Claire’s forensic psychology training never prepared her for plane crashes, or how to help fellow survivors cope, huddled in rafts, waiting a rescue that may never come. When they do reach dry land, Nick tries to secure transport to their witness-protection placement, their original destination. Things don’t go well, and Claire and Nick no longer know who is helping or harming Mira Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

Item # 376 pages. Item #6571263 $5.95

THE SOUL OF THE MATTER By Bruce Buff. Former government cyber-intelligence analyst Dan Lawson receives a call from his estranged friend Stephen, who claims to have discovered astounding information encoded within DNA, including proof of God’s existence. When Stephen is found dead under dubious circumstances, Dan begins to investigate. 420 pages. Howard. Pub. at $25.00.

Item # 291719X $6.95

UNDER A DARK SKY By Lorri Rader-Day. Since her husband died, Eden Wallace’s life has diminished down to a tiny pinprick, and everyone in her family has grown weary of her grief. Ready to return to the living, she attends a dark sky park her husband had reserved a week before his death and quickly finds herself a suspect in the murder of one of the attendees, 390 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99.

Item # 2997045 $4.95

DOC SAVAGE #6: The Polar Treasure/Pyrate of the Pacific By Lester Dent writing as M. Grant. A daring experiment transmuted Clark Savage into the Herculean Man of Bronze, and welding five courageous soldiers of fortune into a Band of Iron, they travel the world battling threats to humanity in these two thrilling pulp classics, originally published in 1933. Illus. 128 pages. Nostaliga Ventures. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95.

Item #3799662 $4.95

THE RECKONING ON CANE HILL By Steve Mosby. Charlie Matheson died two years ago in a car accident. So how is a woman bearing a startling resemblance to her claiming to be back from the dead? Detective Mark Nelson is called in to investigate and hear her terrifying account of what she’s been through in the afterlife, 344 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95.

Item # 291719X $6.95

THE LAST EQUATION OF ISAAC SEVERY By Nova Jacobs. Days after the famed mathematician Isaac Severy dies in an apparent suicide at his Los Angeles home, his adopted granddaughter, Hazel receives a letter from him. He charges Hazel with safely delivering his final bombshell equation to a trusted colleague. But first, she must unravel a series of confusing clues in order to find the equation. 337 pages. Atria. Pub. at $25.00.

Item # 3907597 $4.95


Item #3799662 $4.95

THE FENS By Pamela Wechsler. When the star catcher for the Red Sox goes missing on opening day, Boston’s chief homicide prosecutor, Abby Endicott, quickly realizes this is more than a case of one missing celebrity. Soon another player turns up dead and the frantic search escalates. 293 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99.

Item # 9834573 $4.95

THE SOUL OF THE MATTER By Bruce Buff. Former government cyber-intelligence analyst Dan Lawson receives a call from his estranged friend Stephen, who claims to have discovered astounding information encoded within DNA, including proof of God’s existence. When Stephen is found dead under dubious circumstances, Dan begins to investigate. 420 pages. Howard. Pub. at $25.00.

Item # 2942201 $5.95

INVISIBLE BLOOD Ed. by Maxim Jakubowski. Open the files on an anthology of seventeen new crime stories to probe the brutal and complex hearts of criminals, and unravel the strangest of mysteries. Watch as a secretive group of intelligence community officers trace Jack Reacher through Heathrow; a journalist on the trail of a secretive drug lord gets caught up in the violent suicide of a young woman in Siena; and more. 403 pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.

Item # 3709213 $7.95
**Mysteries & Whodunits**

**THE PADDINGTON MYSTERY** By Johnstone. First published in 1925. When Harold returns home in the early hours, he is startled by the gruesome discovery of a corpse—in his bed! Unconvinced by the inquest's verdict of death by natural causes, he seeks the help of Professor Priestley, an academic with a reputation for solving curious affairs. 289 pages. Collins. Pub. at $15.99. Item #691054

**SIDNEY CHAMBERS AND THE FORGIVENESS OF SINS** By James Runcie. Full-time priest and part-time detective Canon Sidney Chambers continues his sleuthing adventures in 1960s Cambridge. Stories include The Forgiveness of Sins: Nothing to Worry About; Fugue; A Following; Prize Day; and Florence. 405 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00. Item #299396

**THE COCONUT KILLINGS** By Patricia Moyes. What could be more idyllic than a Caribbean vacation at a golf resort? Maybe a vacation that isn't rudely marred by a murder! So Henry Tibbett is called in to pour some soothing British oil on the troubled waters— but of course where ever Henry goes, trouble follows. 202 pages. Felony & Mayhem. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. Item #304455

**STRANGERS AMONG US** By L.R. Wright. Eliot Gardener is maddeningly sought as only an angry fourteen year old can be. He's also apparently a double-murderer, having-whacked both of his parents with a machete. There's little question that Eliot did the deed, but for Sergeant Karl Albry it feels like a personal failure—he should have seen the trouble coming. 226 pages. Felony & Mayhem. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. Item #299629

**COPPER KETTLE** By Frederick Ramsay. Jesse Sutherlin returns to Buffalo Mountain a hero of WWI, but his cousin and fellow soldier who also has returned is less fortunate and gets killed while tending to a family moonshine still. Jesse decides to investigate his cousin’s death, only to end up arrested for the murder. Now he has just four days to find the real culprit. 225 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. Item #617328

**PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**HOUSE OF BEAUTY** By Melba Escobar. House of Beauty is a high-end salon in Bogota’s exclusive Zona Rosa area, and Karen is one of its top beauticians. One rainy afternoon a teenage girl turns up for a treatment with Karen, dressed in her school uniform and smelling of alcohol. The very next day, the girl is found dead. Karen was the last person to see her alive, but who was the girl going to meet that night? 247 pages. Fourth Estate. Pub. at $25.95. Item #289628

**FOLGAND POINT** By Doug Burgess. Once Chief of Police Billy Dyer names David Hazard’s grandmother as a witness to a murder next door, Grandma Maggie’s recollections become vital. But can they be trusted, especially in a small town like Little Compton where everyone has a secret, including her grandson David himself? 277 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. Item #695936

**RUINED ABBEY** By Anne Emery. Father Chambers continues his sleuthing adventures in 1960s Cambridge. Stories include The Forgiveness of Sins: Nothing to Worry About; Fugue; A Following; Prize Day; and Florence. 405 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00. Item #304455

**Hardboiled Detectives & Private Eyes**

**THE CUTTING EDGE** By Jeffery Deaver. LARGE PRINT EDITION. In the early hours of a quiet, weekend morning in Manhattan’s Diamond District, a brutal triple murder shocks the city. Lincoln Rhyme and Amelia Sachs quickly take the case. As more crimes follow, it becomes clear that the killer’s target is not engaged couples themselves, 658 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $30.00. Item #374227X

**UNTO US A SON IS GIVEN** By Donna Leon. Commissioni GuidoBrunetti’s father in law, Count Feltrin, is urging his Venetian son in law to investigate, and preferably to intervene in, the seemingly innocent plan of the Count’s best friend, the elderly Gonzalò, to adopt a much younger man as his son. What seems innocent on the Venetian surface ultimately will lead to murder as Brunetti will discover. 225 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $26.00. Item #8131576

**ECHO VALLEY** By Jennifer Vaughn. Bo Carmichael is tasked with preparing the family of a presidential candidate for their Christmas card photo. But when she uncovers a scandal involving a female staffer, she sends her fleeing to her grandfather’s farm. Enter investigator Beckett Brady, who is drawn to Bo as he tries to unravel the truth. 345 pages. Waldorf Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. Item #1653332

**YOUNG MAN, I THINK YOU’RE DYING** By Joan Fleming. Winston Sledge began his criminal career at an early age, starting with shoplifting and pick pocketing. When Winston’s violent temper turns a routine robbery into murder, his best friend Joe tries to distance himself from him. But can he oust Winston, whose villainy has already spiraled out of control? 156 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. Item #3882102
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3051617</td>
<td>THE MAN IN THE CROOKED HAT</td>
<td>By Harry Dolan</td>
<td>Private investigator Jack Pellum has spent two years searching for the man he believes murdered his wife, a man he last saw wearing a pea coat and fedora. Then a local writer commits suicide and leaves a bewildering message that may be the first breadcrumb in a trail of unsolved murders. 285 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td>334 pages.Forge</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5877555</td>
<td>HAVANA REQUIEM</td>
<td>By Paul Goldstein</td>
<td>Finally recovering most of what he lost from the collapse of his Manhattan law firm, Michael Seeley is climbing his way back when Cuban musician Hector Reynoso requests his help in reclaiming the copyright to his music. When Reynoso goes missing, Seeley’s search pulls him into the seedy underbelly of Havana and into the grip of one of Cuba’s most dangerous crime bosses. 308 pages. FSG. Pub. at $26.00</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2890526</td>
<td>ANOTHER MAN’S GROUND</td>
<td>By Claire Booth</td>
<td>The new sheriff of Branson, Missouri, Hank Worth, is called out to look at stands of trees that have been stripped of their bark. Then the discovery of a murder victim deep in the Ozark backwoods sets him in the middle of a generations-old feud that explodes into danger not only for him, but also for the illegal immigrants that he is deliberately not looking for, who fled into the forest. 310 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $25.99</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2890453</td>
<td>ACTS OF MURDER</td>
<td>By L.R. Wright</td>
<td>This full volume in the Karl Alberg series makes a wonderful end to the saga of the tiny town on Canada’s “Sunshine Coast,” the policeman who tries to catch the town’s baddest, and the librarian he loves. But don’t be fooled by all the sunshine. Alberg must find a serial killer who’s busy knocking off residents, and their children. 245 pages. Felony &amp; Mayhem. Pub. at $14.95</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3873404</td>
<td>SOUL CAGE</td>
<td>By Tetsuya Honda</td>
<td>A man reports his boss is missing, and a large amount of blood is found on the walls and floor of the garage out of which he worked. Lieutenant Reiko Himekawa of the Homicide Division of the Tokyo Metro Police Department is assigned to the investigation, along with her squad. 299 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub at $26.99</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2930072</td>
<td>SOUP &amp; SUGAR</td>
<td>By Ted Di Luccio</td>
<td>When her husband Charlie disappears, it becomes apparent that Emma was the only person who didn’t recognize how desperate he had to leave. Then there’s Eddie, who is dangerously obsessed with a pretty young student. When Inspector Karl Alberg is called in to solve the missing husband case, the two disparate incidents converge, with a discovery no one saw coming. 275 pages. Felony &amp; Mayhem. Pub. at $14.95</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2941325</td>
<td>PRIZED POSSESSIONS</td>
<td>By L.R. Wright</td>
<td>When her husband Charlie disappears, it becomes apparent that Emma was the only person who didn’t recognize how desperate he had to leave. Then there’s Eddie, who is dangerously obsessed with a pretty young student. When Inspector Karl Alberg is called in to solve the missing husband case, the two disparate incidents converge, with a discovery no one saw coming. 275 pages. Felony &amp; Mayhem. Pub. at $14.95</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>289149X</td>
<td>LIE Routine</td>
<td>By Ted Wood</td>
<td>Reid Bennett hits the mean streets of Toronto when the police department asks him to find out who’s been ordering the beatings of nighttime security guards. Reid gets down to business and sits through the long list of suspects. When the culprits start looking for him, Reid must move quickly, before he becomes the next victim. 174 pages. Open Road. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2891252</td>
<td>LIVING</td>
<td>By Ted Wood</td>
<td>Reid Bennett hits the mean streets of Toronto when the police department asks him to find out who’s been ordering the beatings of nighttime security guards. Reid gets down to business and sits through the long list of suspects. When the culprits start looking for him, Reid must move quickly, before he becomes the next victim. 174 pages. Open Road. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2941759</td>
<td>A TOUCH OF PANIC</td>
<td>By L.R. Wright</td>
<td>Businessman Gordon Murphy has something of a Midas touch in everything but love. Now he’s set his sights on Cassandra, even though she’s happily sharing a bed with Sergeant Karl Alberg—who actually has some real policing problems to contend with: like stolen coins, a hapless burglar, and citizens worrying about the state of one citizen’s front yard. 273 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2941341</td>
<td>HEARTS OF THE Missing</td>
<td>By Carol Potenza</td>
<td>When a young woman linked to a list of missing Fire-Sky tribal members commits suicide, Police precinct sergeant Nicky Matthews, assigned to the case, uncovers a threat that strikes at the very heart of what it means to be a Fire-Sky Native. 291 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub at $26.99</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**BIMINI TWIST** By Linda Greenlaw. Even when faced with the prospect of a new romance, it’s hard for deputy sheriff Jane Bunker to take her mind off the business of crime-solving. Case in point: a young woman working at the Bar Harbor Inn who has just gone missing. When her investigation makes it clear the young woman is not just out partying, Jane is plunged into the deep dark underbelly of Green Haven. 262 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. Item #3151239

**BEFORE IT’S TOO LATE** By Sara Driscoll. When a kidnapper continues to take victims and leave cryptic messages, Special Agent Meg Jennings decides to bring in her brilliant sister Cara to decipher the kidnapper’s twisted clues. Meg is determined not to let one more person die in the killer’s deadly game. 296 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $25.00. Item #6775039

**DEAD DECEIVER** By Victoria Houston. While the town of Loon Lake is hosting an International Ice Fishing Festival, Police Chief Llewelyn Ferris and his limited team are busy with the usual headaches and then some—a panicked call from Rob Beltner leads to a sad discovery: his wife, Kathy, is dead of a gunshot wound. 243 pages. Tu Byron Books. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. Item #2896877

**WITH A KISS DIE** By J.J. Hennikus. When Edwina Sullivan, a retired cop turned theater manager, learns that a production of Romeo and Juliet is in serious trouble, she sets aside her grant applications and heads to Boston to help. When a socialite is murdered in Boston’s Public Garden, Edwina’s ex-husband becomes the prime suspect, so she reprises her role as an ace investigator to solve the crime. 280 pages. Midnight Ink. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. Item #2939048

**ICE BLONDE** By Elaine Viets. Novella. Discreetly investigating the disappearance of Juliet LaRouche, Chouteau County death investigator Angela Richman finds herself struggling to break through the silence from the rich teenagers who knew Juliet and their infuriatingly detached parents. The more she digs, the less Angela can comprehend the lengths the one percent will go to protect their secrets. *4Wbroadykky Literary Age*. Paperback. Item #2916061

**THE ICE SWIMMER** By Kjell Ola Dahl. When a dead man is lifted from the freezing waters of Oslo Harbor just before Christmas, Detective Lena Stigersand’s stressful life suddenly becomes even more complicated. Not only is she dealing with a cancer scare and a stalker, but it seems a politician might be involved in the murder. 332 pages. Orenda. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. Item #2803410

**MORTAL SINS** By Anna Porter. Judith Hayes is a well-respected journalist in Toronto who, along with her cop boyfriend, is lured from New York to Bermuda to Paris to Hungary in search of answers connected to a well-dressed corpse and a billionaire’s terrible past. 320 pages. Felony & Mayhem. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. Item #6793592

**THE MURDER BOOK** By Lissa Marie Redmond. After being brutally stabbed at her desk late one night, cold case detective Lauren Riley works her way backward to piece together who attacked her and why. As she digs into the Buffalo Police Department’s hidden past, she uncovers a terrible secret—one a fellow officer would kill to protect. 304 pages. Midnight Ink. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. Item #289406X

**WHAT DOESN’T KILL YOU** By Aimee Hix. Willa Pennington thought that becoming a cop would be better than being a cop. But she couldn’t have been more wrong. Agreeing to do a simple favor has brought her to a dead body, a missing person, and a battle of wits with an old friend who has dangerous secrets. 256 pages. Midnight Ink. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. Item #6789125

**TWO GIRLS DOWN** By Louisa Luna. When two sisters disappear from a strip mall parking lot, their devastated family hires Alice Vega, an enigmatic bounty hunter, to do what the authorities cannot. Immediately shut out by the local police, Vega enlists the help of a disgraced former cop, Max Caplan, to cut through the local politics. 369 pages. Anchor. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. Item #2877805

**SPIRIT PLAY** By Barbara Ismail. Although she sells the exquisite hand-made fabrics for which her village is well known, Mak Chik Maryam’s true calling is the Miss Marple of rural Malaysia, where her skills are badly needed. Her discerning eye will come in particularly handy when one of Maryam’s fellow traders is murdered after a main puteri ceremony—a ritual exorcism. 218 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. Item #2834698

**MURDER WEARS MITTENS** By Sally Goldenbaum. As autumn washes over coastal Sea Harbor, Massachusetts, Cass Halloran and the Seaside Knitters anticipate a relaxing off-season. But when murder shatters the peace, the craftiest bunch in town must unravel a killer’s deadly scheme. 341 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $25.00. Item #2938561

**AS CHIMNEY SWEEPERS COME TO DUST** By Alan Bradley. Shipped across the sea to Miss Bodycote’s Fellside Academy in Canada, Flavia de Luce has little time to lament her predicament when a charmed and mumified body turns out of the bedroom chimney. For this budding chemist and sleuth, duty calls. 423 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00. Item #3832546

**GONE, KITTY, GONE** By Eileen Watkins. Groomer Cassie McClane is attending a cat expo at a hotel just outside her hometown. The highlight of the expo features pop sensation Jaki Natal, and her famous pet Gordie, a Scottish fold, who’s become a social media darling. But when adorable Gordie goes missing and her sitter is found murdered, Jaki insists Cassie help expose the cat-rapper and find the murderer. 245 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. Item #3756009

**SKATE CRIME** By Alina Adams. While covering a tribute to figure skater Lucian Pryce, Rebecca “Bex” Levy is shooting footage of him on the ice when he takes a bad fall, and dies. An accident, it seems, until Bex discovers that his skates had been tampered with. 217 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99. Item #3751589

**SKELETAL THREAT** By Rachel Johnstone. After excavating a tunnel of a World War II fighter plane that crashed 20 miles from the site of their country home, scattered bones are discovered by a team of archaeologists. 360 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. Item #3819884

**MORTAL SINS** By Vannetta Chapman. Terrorized she’s been targeted by assassins, Harriet befriends her daughter Sophia “Phee” Kimball, to investigate the recent murder at her retirement complex. What Phee uncovers is a complicated scheme that only the most diabolical of murderers would ever devise. 309 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. Item #3735605

**CARPET DIEM** By Misty Simon. Tallie Graver is not afraid of a little friendly competition in the cleaning business, and in fact she likes her nemesis, Audra. Tallie has her rubber-gloves fully staying one step ahead of her rival, until she finds a well-polished hand poking out of a rolled-up carpet, rendering her competition—dead. But confronting Audra’s killer could bring Tallie to a very foul end. 296 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. Item #3741809

**FALLING TO PIECES** By Vannetta Chapman. Deborah Yoder needs to sell her quilts. Callie Harper has reluctantly inherited her aunt’s quilting store. Deborah is Amish and the married mother of five, Callie is English and single. They form an unlikely partnership, and when confronted with a murder, they set aside their differences and work together to catch a killer. 326 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. Item #6236688

**PENETRATING EYES** By Barbara Ismail. Although she sells the exquisite hand-made fabrics for which her village is well known, Mak Chik Maryam’s true calling is the Miss Marple of rural Malaysia, where her skills are badly needed. Her discerning eye will come in particularly handy when one of Maryam’s fellow traders is murdered after a main puteri ceremony—a ritual exorcism. 218 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. Item #2834698
TOWIE GET YOUR GUN
By J.R. Ripley.
When Birds & Bees owner Amy Simms volunteers to act in a local community theater’s musical, she finds the production plagued by bad luck. But events turn tragic when a disliked member of the company is found murdered in a locked dressing room. With a flock of suspects, Amy must move fast before the killer takes flight. 324 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

THREE WIDOWS AND A CORPSE
By Debra Sennefelder. Between developing her food blog, Hope at Home, and choosing low-cal recipes for a feature in Cooking Now! magazine, Hope has a full plate. But while working with her team during the annual scavenger hunt, she discovers a grisly surprise—the body of real estate developer Lionel Whitcomb. Now Hope is on a new kind of hunt, for a cold-hearted killer and triple widow-maker. 343 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

A KILLER EDITION
By Lorna Barrett. Bookstore owner Tricia Miles, stops by Joyce Widman’s romance bookstore looking for a steamy distraction from the Bake-Off competition, but instead stumbles on to an argument between Joyce and her neighbor Vera. When Vera turns up dead in Joyce’s garden, Tricia has to wonder—could Joyce be the killer, or is the culprit still lurking in town? 306 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00

YULE BE DEAD
By Lorraine Bartlett with G. Leeon. It’s Christmadime, but not everyone is jolly. Katie Bonner, local sleuth and manager of her company is found murdered in a locked dressing room, but Katie may be losing in on the killer. 294 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

JEALOUSY FILLED DONUTS
By Ginger Bolton. Having her jelly donuts involved in a murder puts Emily Westhill in a sticky situation, and when a shady shuffett tries to frame her with incriminating photos, she finds herself in quite a jam. To preserve her freedom and her shop’s reputation, Emily needs to solve this case—before the murderer strikes again. 281 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

A JUSTIFIED MURDER
By Jude Deveraux. When Janet’s body is discovered, everyone in Lachlan, Florida, is shocked. The sweet little old woman has been shot, stabbed and poisoned, but no one can imagine who would want to harm one of the town’s kindest, most helpful residents. Soon the trio of Sara, Kate and Jack lend their sleuthing skills to this crime that seems to have no explanation. 330 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $26.95

SCOT & SODA
By Catriona McPherson. Now settled in her little houseboat moored in the slough at the back of the Last Ditch Motel, Lexy Campbell wants nothing more than to build her counseling business, avoid her mother’s phone calls and who knows—meet a nice guy? But when a dead body is discovered at her Halloween party, she and her friends jump into the case, digging deep into the town’s history for the answers. 300 pages. Midnight Ink. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

THE PINT OF NO RETURN
By Ellie Alexander. Brewmaster Sloan Krause is feeling trapped trying to manage the pub, his divorce, and her feelings for Garrett Strong. To top things off, Sloan finds filmmaker Mitch Morgan sprouted out in front of an Oktoberfest tent dead. Was it caused by one pint too many? 312 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

POCKETBOOKS AND PISTOLS
By Dorothy Howell. Haley Randolph is far from a model sales clerk at Holt’s Department Store—until corporate offers a juicy employee discount that she can’t resist. But when she discovers a former employee murdered behind the store, it turns out there’s more to die for than hot designer deals. 256 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00

MURDER IN TRANQUILTY PARK
By J.D. Grifo. Alberta Scaglione joins her granddaughter, Jinx, for morning jogs in the park. She has to do something to stay healthy. But when they stumble across a treehouse hidden in the trees, and a dead body underneath, they take a detour into solving a murder. The ladies must exercise extreme caution to avoid a permanent decline in their health. 326 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

THE PIT-PROP SYNDICATE
By Freeman Wills Crofts. Seymour Merriman and Claud Hilliard are amateur sleuths who are certain that the Pit-Prop Syndicate is front for some kind of illegal activity, and when a member of the Syndicate is found murdered in a London taxi, the mystery becomes a case for the professionals of Scotland Yard. 234 pages. Over. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

A GENTLEMAN CALLED
By Dorothy Salisbury Davis. Housekeeper Mrs. Norris’ gentleman friend Jasper Tully, chief investigator for the Manhattan DA’s office, is investigating a trail of strangulations that extend all the way to the Midwest. As Mrs. Norris pursues her own unorthodox investigation, she uncovers a shocking link between the cases that threatens her very life. Road. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

OLD SINNERS NEVER DIE
By Dorothy Salisbury Davis. When Washington DC is suddenly rocked by murder, Major General Ransom Jarvis’ son Jimmie, a freshman congressman, and his housekeeper, Mrs. Norris, are risking their necks as they conduct their own fact finding investigation in a city rife with patriots, spies, and deadly political wannabes. 240 pages. Open Road. Pub. at $14.99

NO WAY TO DIE
By Warren C. Easley. Attorney Cal Claxton and his daughter Claire, on a fishing vacation near Coos Bay, discover a body in the river. As an investigation is launched into the suspicious death, Cal and Claire find themselves reexamining the case of a sixteen year old boy convicted of murder. But what they dig up can spell doom for them both. 302 pages. Poison Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

THE UNSUSPECTED
By Charlotte Armstrong. The note discovered beside Rosaleen’s hanged body is full of reasons justifying her suicide—but lacks her trademark vitality and wit. So the note is far from enough to convince her best friend Jane that Rosaleen took her own life. Instead Jane suspects Rosaleen’s boss, Luther, as the killer and with her friend Nancy, sets out to prove it. Originally published by Penler. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

DOWN IN FLAMES
By Cheryl Halton. As Savannah is ensuring her students’ safety in her glass workshop, a hit and run driver strikes down Nicole Borawski outside Savannah’s shop window. The manager of Savannah’s boyfriend Edward’s pub, Nicole’s death is no accident! Now the glass shop owner is all fired up to get a bead on the driver—before someone else meets a dead end. 294 pages. Kensington.

I’LL EAT WHEN I’M DEAD
By Barbara Bourn. When style consultant Hillary Whitney is found dead in a locked, windowless conference room at the offices of RAGE Fashion Book, her death is initially ruled an unfortunate side effect of the unremitting pressure to be thin. Her co-editor and best friend Cat doesn’t believe it and she is determined to solve the case. 328 pages. Grand Central. Pub at $27.00

A TALE OF TWO MURDERS
By Heather Redmond. In the winter of 1935, young Charles Dickens is a journalist on the rise at the Evening Chronicle. Invited to dinner at the estate of the newspaper’s co-editor, Charles is smitten with his boss’s daughter, Kate. When their neighbor is killed, Charles and Kate feel compelled to investigate, but he and Kate may be in for the worst of times. 338 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

MURDER AT THE FLEA CLUB
By Matthew Head. Hoop Taliferro is living in Paris, at the height of its post-war chic, in this final mystery in the series. When a nightclub singer is murdered, the timely arrival of the redoubtable Mary Finney saves the day—and Hoop. 191 pages. Felony & Mayhem. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

The unsuspected by Charlotte Armstrong. The note discovered beside Rosaleen’s hanged body is full of reasons justifying her suicide—but lacks her trademark vitality and wit. So the note is far from enough to convince her best friend Jane that Rosaleen took her own life. Instead Jane suspects Rosaleen’s boss, Luther, as the killer and with her friend Frances, sets out to prove it. Originally published by Penler. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

Down in Flames by Cheryl Halton. As Savannah is ensuring her students’ safety in her glass workshop, a hit and run driver strikes down Nicole Borawski outside Savannah’s shop window. The manager of Savannah’s boyfriend Edward’s pub, Nicole’s death is no accident! Now the glass shop owner is all fired up to get a bead on the driver—before someone else meets a dead end. 294 pages. Kensington.

I’ll Eat When I’m Dead by Barbara Bourn. When style consultant Hillary Whitney is found dead in a locked, windowless conference room at the offices of RAGE Fashion Book, her death is initially ruled an unfortunate side effect of the unremitting pressure to be thin. Her co-editor and best friend Cat doesn’t believe it and she is determined to solve the case. 328 pages. Grand Central. Pub at $27.00

A Tale of Two Murders by Heather Redmond. In the winter of 1935, young Charles Dickens is a journalist on the rise at the Evening Chronicle. Invited to dinner at the estate of the newspaper’s co-editor, Charles is smitten with his boss’s daughter, Kate. When their neighbor is killed, Charles and Kate feel compelled to investigate, but he and Kate may be in for the worst of times. 338 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

Murder at the Flea Club by Matthew Head. Hoop Taliferro is living in Paris, at the height of its post-war chic, in this final mystery in the series. When a nightclub singer is murdered, the timely arrival of the redoubtable Mary Finney saves the day—and Hoop. 191 pages. Felony & Mayhem. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Pub. at</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#2969211</td>
<td><strong>DEATH FROM A TOP HAT</strong></td>
<td>By Clayton Rawson</td>
<td>Originally published in 1938. In his most recent case, retired magician and consultant to the NYPD—The Great Merlin—is asked to help solve an impossible crime. Two occultists are discovered dead in locked rooms, one spread out on a pentagram, both appearing to have been murdered under similar circumstances. It will take all his logical skills to apprehend this killer.</td>
<td>293 pages.</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2790807</td>
<td><strong>THE POT THIEF WHO STUDIED BILLY THE KID</strong></td>
<td>By J. Michael Dentuff</td>
<td>Although his work is illegal, Hubie Schuze has no qualms with digging up ancient Native American artifacts. After lowering himself into a cave in search of pottery, Hubie uncovers a long dead corpse. Hubie returns to the cave with his friend Susannah to identify the dead man. What they find takes them to the Wild West days of Billy the Kid.</td>
<td>273 pages.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2854821</td>
<td><strong>DROWNED UNDER</strong></td>
<td>By Wendell Thomas</td>
<td>A veteran travel agent Cyld Redondo's ex-husband announces his parents have disappeared from an Australian cruise, she rushes Down Under to enlist the help of travel liaison and friend Harriet Archer, who offers a free cabin on the Tasmanian Dream and insider assistance with the search. 276 pages.</td>
<td>282 pages.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2944294</td>
<td><strong>AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY DEATH</strong></td>
<td>By Susan Dunlap</td>
<td>Meter reader Vejay Haskell’s best friend Frank was murdered. Vejay, was soon leaving Frank’s house in a huff, and her lack of an alibi combined with her suspicious sick day work makes her the number one suspect. To find the killer she has one advantage as she puts her work clothes on: Nobody ever notices the meter reader. 192 pages.</td>
<td>192 pages.</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#687844X</td>
<td><strong>PLAID AND PLAGIARISM</strong></td>
<td>By Molly MacRae</td>
<td>On a morning shortly after four women take possession of the new bookshop, Yon Bonnie Books, things are not going smoothly. One of the partners, Janet, is told she’ll have to wait before moving into her new home, and then finds out it’s been vandalized—again. When she and her partners go looking for clues at the house, they discover a body instead: 281 pages.</td>
<td>281 pages.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6918766</td>
<td><strong>FOR A GOOD PAWS</strong></td>
<td>By Linda O. Johnston</td>
<td>Two delightful stories. In the first, Carrie is determined to uncover the truth about the death of a homeless shelter employee. When Carrie arrives at the shelter, she discovers that family can be formed aside her fertility and financial woes to delve into the world of teenage homelessness. While digging for clues with her German shepherd Bella, Kate discovers that family can be formed by bonds stronger than shared DNA, and she must defend it at all costs. 280 pages.</td>
<td>280 pages.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2790467</td>
<td><strong>WILLING MURDER</strong></td>
<td>By Jude Deveraux</td>
<td>When two skeletons are accidentally uncovered in the quiet town of Lachlan, Florida, the unlikely trio of Sara, her niece Kate, and boarder Jack, are suddenly thrust together to solve a mystery everyone else seems eager to keep under wraps. They will have to dig into the town’s murky past to unravel dark secrets and bring the truth to light. 333 pages.</td>
<td>333 pages.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2777708</td>
<td><strong>PLAGUE OF PAWS</strong></td>
<td>By Linda O. Johnston</td>
<td>Carrie is determined to uncover the truth about the death of a homeless shelter employee. When Carrie arrives at the shelter, she discovers that family can be formed aside her fertility and financial woes to delve into the world of teenage homelessness. While digging for clues with her German shepherd Bella, Kate discovers that family can be formed by bonds stronger than shared DNA, and she must defend it at all costs. 280 pages.</td>
<td>280 pages.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6964850</td>
<td><strong>DEATH OVERDUE</strong></td>
<td>By Allisson Brook</td>
<td>Carrie Singletone is about done with Clover Ridge, Connecticut, until she’s offered a job as the head of programs and events at the spooky local library. When her first major event produces an unexpected death, she becomes determined to discover who the murderer is—with the help of a friendly and knowledgeable ghost. 329 pages.</td>
<td>329 pages.</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#370940X</td>
<td><strong>THE MENTOR</strong></td>
<td>By Lee Matthew Goldberg</td>
<td>After editor Kyle Broder politely rejects the manuscript of his favorite college professor because of its degradatory theme, Professor Lansger becomes obsessed, threatening Kyle. As Kyle delves into more of this psychopathic work, it begins to resemble a cold case from his college town. Could this be a true-crime confession? 326 pages.</td>
<td>326 pages.</td>
<td>$9.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3148033</td>
<td><strong>MISSING BRAVE</strong></td>
<td>By B. Madison &amp; S. Miller</td>
<td>Almost a year has passed since Payton’s twin sister went missing; and Payton is starting to crack. When the stress leads to reckless outbursts, she finds herself in a growing relationship with her sister’s boyfriend Cole. But the more Payton attempts to pry open her blocked memories in hopes of finding her sister’s captor, the farther into danger she goes. 348 pages.</td>
<td>348 pages.</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Missing Person Mysteries

**THE LAST TIME SHE SAW HIM** By Jane Haseldine. On the thirteenth anniversary of her brother’s abduction, Julia’s worst fears are realized when her two-year-old son is snatched from her bed. Convinced these crimes are related, Julia herself becomes the prime suspect. To find her son alive, but the deeper she digs, the more personal and terrifying the battle becomes. 314 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $25.00

**SOME KIND OF HERO** By Suzanne Brockmann. Lieutenant Pete Greene whips hotshot SEAL wannabes into elite fighters, so why can’t he handle one 15-year-old girl? A single dad overnight, he’s unprepared, but when Maddie disappears Pete knows she’s in trouble. Now he needs the Troubleshooters team at his back along with an unconventional ally to bring Maddie home. 339 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $27.00

**6859240**

**3877523**

**343 pages. ECW Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95**

## Thrillers

**DON’T LET GO** By Harlan Coben. Detective Nap Dumas hasn’t been the same since his son’s senior year of high school, when his twin brother and his girlfriend were found dead on the railroad tracks, and the love of his life disappeared without explanation. Nap has been searching fifteen years for answers to find out their deaths were darker than Nap ever dared imagine. 349 pages. Dutton. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

**NO MAN’S LAND** By David Baldacci. Past and present collide for Special Agent John Puller when his father, hospitalized with dementia, is accused of killing Puller’s mother, who disappeared 30 years ago. Paul Rogers was also present at the time of Puller’s mother’s disappearance, and after thirty years in prison, he’s bent on revenge. The only thing standing in his way is Puller. Central. Pub. at $29.00

**YOU WERE MADE FOR THIS** By Michelle Sacks. The perfect home, the perfect family, the perfect lie. Everyone inside the house has reason to fear what the people outside might see. And as the dark truth slowly begins to show through the cracks, Merry, her husband Sam, and her best friend Frank, will go to desperate lengths to keep their picture-perfect lives intact. 341 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $27.00

**SLIDE** By K. Bruen & J. Starr. Max Fisher used to run a computer company. Angela Petakos was his assistant and mistress. But that was last year. Now Max is reinventing himself as a hip-hop crack dealer and Angela’s back in Ireland, hooking up with a would-be record-setter in the field of serial killing. Will their paths cross again? 222 pages. Hard Case Crime. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99

**CITY OF WINDOWS** By Robert Boli. Former agent Lucas Page is reluctant to engage again with the FBI. But the victim was his former partner and he finds himself hunting a killer with an unknown agenda and top-notch sniper skills. To identify this ruthless killer, Page must discover what hidden past connects the victims before he loses all that is dear to him. 388 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99

**THE THIEF OF ALL LIGHT** By Bernard Schaffer. Rookie cop Carrie Santoro has always been fascinated by serial killers. Now, as a detective in training, she finally has her chance to make a difference. To hunt down a psychopathic sadist who embodies the very nature of evil itself. But this killer cannot be profled, and her only hope is to enlist the help of Jacob Rein, a brilliant but tarnished former detective. 378 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

**SHADES OF TWILIGHT** By Linda Howard. Ten years after Webb leaves for Arizona, abandoning the legacy that he once thought was all he wanted, Roanna walks into a dingy bar in Nogales to bring him home, determined to make amends and heal old wounds. The plan disturbs a killer who is set on vengeance. 373 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

**WE WERE KILLERS ONCE** By Becky Masterman. Inspired by mysteries that still surround the case explored by Truman Capote’s *In Cold Blood*, this story pits Bridig Quinn against a man who has gotten away with evil for nearly fifty years—and now has his sights on her family. 310 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

**THE GOOD DAUGHTER** By Alexandra Burt. Dahlia Waller wants to distance herself from her bizarre, nomadic childhood, but one thing is stopping her: she has questions. She returns to Aurora, Texas, to confront her mother. But when she finds gravelike mounds on a neighbor’s farm, she realizes some questions are meant to go unanswered. 388 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

**CRUEL ACTS** By Jane Casey. Convicted of murdering two women, Leo Stone has been freed on a technicality. DI Mavee Kerrigan and DI Josh Derwent are determined to put Stone behind bars, but the more Maeve digs the less convinced she finds gravelike mounds on a neighbor’s farm, she realizes some questions are meant to go unanswered. 388 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

**BOOK OF JUDAS** By Linda Stasi. New York City newspaper reporter Alessandra Russo must save her infant son by tracking down the missing pages of the Gospel of Judas. Rumors persist that the stolen pages contain a secret with the power to change the world as we know it. Using every investigative tool in her arsenal, she plunges into a dark world of murder and conspiracy. 384 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

**MISSING PERSON MYSTERIES**

**THRILLERS**

**HIDING PLACES** By Erin Healy. Eleven-year-old Kate knows of hiding places at Harrison Lodge, where she can overhear all the secrets that no one wants her to know. But when those secrets lead her down a dangerous path, it leads to terrible consequences for the family she loves. 358 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

**SOCIAL CREATURE** By Tara Isabella Burton. Louise has nothing. Lavinia has everything. After a chance encounter, the two spiral into an intimate, intense, and possibly toxic friendship. This seductive story takes a classic tale of obsession and makes it irresistibly new. 273 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $26.00

**MINE** By J.L. Butler. As media interest in the missing Donna escalates, and Martin becomes the prime suspect in his wife’s disappearance, divorce lawyer Francine Day, also Martin’s mistress, finds herself caught in a dangerous labyrinth of deception, lies, and secrets in which one false move could lead her to undoing. 424 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99

**KILLER CHOICE** By Tom Hunt. After years of trying, Gary’s wife Beth is pregnant, and his life is finally heading in the right direction. After collapsing suddenly, Beth’s life is now in danger, and the cost of medical help, unreachable. Then a strange man approaches Gary, and gives him the money he needs on one condition: that he kill someone, no questions asked. 344 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00

**YOUR EVERYTHING** By Alex Kava. Forty-year-old single dad overnight, he’s unprepared, but with the Troubleshooters team at his back along with an unconventional ally to bring Madeline home. 339 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $27.00

**THE GREAT MISTAKE** By Barbara Shulak. The perfect home, the perfect family, the perfect lie. Everyone inside the house has reason to fear what the people outside might see. And as the dark truth slowly begins to show through the cracks, Merry, her husband Sam, and her best friend Frank, will go to desperate lengths to keep their picture-perfect lives intact. 341 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $27.00

**THE GOOD ORDERS** By Michelle Sacks. The perfect home, the perfect family, the perfect lie. Everyone inside the house has reason to fear what the people outside might see. And as the dark truth slowly begins to show through the cracks, Merry, her husband Sam, and her best friend Frank, will go to desperate lengths to keep their picture-perfect lives intact. 341 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $27.00

**THE GOOD DAUGHTER** By Alexandra Burt. Dahlia Waller wants to distance herself from her bizarre, nomadic childhood, but one thing is stopping her: she has questions. She returns to Aurora, Texas, to confront her mother. But when she finds gravelike mounds on a neighbor’s farm, she realizes some questions are meant to go unanswered. 388 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

**THE LAMENT OF BONNIE** By Andee Emery. Twelve year old Bonnie MacDonald, the youngest member of Cape Breton’s famed Clan Donnie band, vanishes after a family party. There was no stranger spotted lurking, and no one thinks for one minute that Bonnie ran away. Soon Investigator RCMP Sergeant Pierre Maguire learns that there are other dark passages in the clan Donnie family history. 343 pages. ECW Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2964309</td>
<td>SINS AS SCARLET</td>
<td>By Nicolas Obregon.</td>
<td>Bloomsbury</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2936586</td>
<td>THE GIRL BEFORE</td>
<td>By JP Delaney.</td>
<td>Ballantine</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2964783</td>
<td>THE GIRL WHO LIED</td>
<td>By Sue Fortin.</td>
<td>Berkley</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2964592</td>
<td>LAST SEEN ALIVE</td>
<td>By Claire Douglas.</td>
<td>Berkley</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2996715</td>
<td>WAKING EDIE</td>
<td>By Camilla Way.</td>
<td>Berkley</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2848120</td>
<td>KEEP YOU CLOSE</td>
<td>By Lucie Whitehouse.</td>
<td>Bloomsbury</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2912708</td>
<td>KILLING PAGE</td>
<td>By Douglas Schofield.</td>
<td>Minotaur</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3058042</td>
<td>OUR KIND OF CLEVERLY</td>
<td>By Araminta Hall.</td>
<td>Pegasus</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2917440</td>
<td>REMEMBER MIA</td>
<td>By Alexandra B. Estelle.</td>
<td>Berkley</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2927040</td>
<td>OUTFIT FOR A LADY</td>
<td>By Lisa。</td>
<td>Berkley</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>306</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3867568</td>
<td>BLACKOUT</td>
<td>By Marc Elsberg.</td>
<td>Acropolis Asia</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2871440</td>
<td>THE NIGHT MARKET</td>
<td>By Jonathan Moore.</td>
<td>HMH</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3752291</td>
<td>MILE HIGH</td>
<td>By Rebecca Chance.</td>
<td>Macmillan</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3085042</td>
<td>OUR KIND OF CLEVERLY</td>
<td>By Araminta Hall.</td>
<td>Pegasus</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2871440</td>
<td>THE NIGHT MARKET</td>
<td>By Jonathan Moore.</td>
<td>HMH</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3740999</td>
<td>THREE LITTLE LIES</td>
<td>By Laura Marshall.</td>
<td>Grand Central</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE ELIZAS
By Sara Shepard. When writer Eliza Fontaine is rescued from the bottom of a hotel pool just a few weeks before her first novel is going to be published, her family assumes that it’s another failed suicide attempt. But Eliza swears she was pushed. Feeling ignored, vulnerable, and terrified she takes it upon herself to find the truth. 341 pages. Athia. Pub. at $26.00 Item #284804X $4.95

CRUEL MERCY
By David Mark. NYPD Detective Ronnie Alto is investigating a crime that has left one man dead and another in a medically induced coma. But until this man, Irish boxing coach and legend Bristen Ayres, wakes up from his coma to reveal who did this, NYPD is relying for help on someone inside knowledge of the victims—Detective Sergeant Aector McCavoy from Yorkshire, England. 354 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at $28.00 Item #2875462 $4.95

GIVE ME THE CHILD
By Mel McGrath. Dr. Cat Lupo aches for another child. So when a man at his feet, it looks anything but simple. But on a deserted road in Iceland with a murdered parcel to deliver. But to Alan Stewart, standing on a deserted road in Iceland with a murdered parcel to deliver. But to Alan Stewart, standing... Pub. at $12.99 Item #2848074 $3.95

RAG DOLL
By Daniel Cole. William “Wolf” Fawkes and his former partner, Detective Emily Baxter, arrive at a crime scene where the body is made of the dismembered parts of six victims, sewn together. A corpse that becomes known as the “The Ragdoll.” Wolf races against the clock to stop this twisted killer before he strikes again. 374 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $27.99 Item #2850427 $7.95

THE FLIGHT ATTENDANT
By Chriss Bohjalian. Cassandra Bowden is no stranger to hangover mornings. When she wakes next to a stranger in a Dubai hotel room, she tries to piece the previous night back together. When she quietly slides out of bed and looks at the man she spent the night with, she sees that he’s dead. Afraid to call police—Cassie begins to lie. 356 pages. Vintage. Pub. at $16.00 Item #2847732 $11.95

EXIT STRATEGY
By Steve Hamilton. Nick Mason has been given a mission: locate the three men who put his boss behind bars for life, and kill them. But first he has to find them—they’re ghost prisoners locked down around the clock in classified locations. He risks everything only to find himself being hunted. 288 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 Item #686709X $7.95

THE SNOW TIGER
By Desmond Bagley. Fifty-four people died in the avalanche that ripped apart a small New Zealand mining town. As the survivors tell their stories, they reveal a community divided that all warnings of danger went unheeded. At the center of the storm is Ian Ballard, whose life depends upon being able to clear his name. 350 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 Item #2908360 $3.95

A SCOURGE OF VIPERS
By Bruce DeSilva. To solve Rhode Island’s budget crisis, the state’s colorful governor, a defrocked Roman Catholic sister known as Afflita the Nun, wants to legalize sports gambling. But her plan has unexpected consequences. 315 pages. Forge. Pub. at $25.99 Item #5948115 $4.95

A BREATH AFTER DROWNING
By Alice Blanchard. Unearthing disturbing family secrets in her search for the truth about her younger sister’s murder, Kate Wolfe becomes sure that she has discovered the depraved mind responsible for her death. But as she hunts for a killer—a killer is hunting for her. 463 pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 Item #2904314 $4.95

THE SIXTH DAY
By C. Coulter & J.T. Ellison. When several major political figures drop dead without explanation, officials declare their deaths due to natural causes. However, when the German vice chancellor suddenly dies, a drone is spotted hovering over the scene, raising questions about all of the high profile deaths. The Covert Eyes team is called in to find the killer. 516 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 Item #2835663 $9.95

INTO THE WATER
By Paula Hawkins. A single mother turns up dead at the bottom of the river that runs through town. Earlier in the summer, a teenage girl met the same fate. These deaths dredge up secrets long submerged. An urgent, twisting, deeply satisfying read that hinges on the deceptiveness of emotion and memory. 360 pages. Riverhead Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 Item #6965164 $7.95

THE DARK ROAD HOME
By Anna Carlisle. Confronting your past is never easy, but for Gin it also means confronting Jake, her high school sweetheart, who was the prime suspect in her sister Lily’s disappearance years ago. Gin uses her talents as a medical examiner to help the police investigate the discovery of a body that could be her sister’s—and uncovers a shocking truth. 300 pages. Crooked Lane. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 Item #2887674 $9.95

WHAT DOESN’T KILL HER
By Christina Dodd. Kellen Adams suffers from a yearlong gap in her memory. A bullet to the brain will cause that. But she’s discovering the truth, and what she learns changes her life, her confidence, her very self. The consequences could break her. But Kellen Adams does not break. 394 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 Item #2890291 $9.95

THIS IS HOW IT ENDS
By Eva Dolan. One night, Elisa returns home to find a terrible scene awaiting her—the dead body of a mysterious man. Panicked, she calls her neighbor Molly, who convinces her that the police won’t believe she’s innocent. Together the two women concoct a gruesome plan to hide the body. 310 pages. Bloombury. Pub. at $27.00 Item #5962291 $7.95

I’VE GOT MY EYES ON YOU
By Mary Higgins Clark. When eighteen-year-old Kerry i...
NEVER ALONE
By Elizabeth Haynes. Sarah lives with her two dogs in a farmhouse, high on the North Yorkshire moors. She isn’t exactly lonely, but when an old friend needs a place to stay she welcomes him in. But he has secrets, and as the weather closes in, Sarah realizes there are far worse things than being alone. 370 pages. Head of Zeus. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95.

WINTERLONG
By Mason Cross. Emma Faraday, newly appointed head of the secret unit Winterlong, is determined to lie up loose ends. And Carter Blake is a very loose end. Blake may be the best there is at tracking down people who don’t want to be found, but Winterlong taught him everything he knows. If there’s anyone who can find them and kill him—it’s them. 406 pages. Head of Zeus. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95.

THE LAST DAWN
By Joe Gannon. Ajax Montoya is heading to El Salvador to save the brother of his ex-flame—whom he could not save—and he’s not alone. Gladys Dario, who Ajax rescued and for his trouble was committed to a nut house, is ready to back his play even if it costs her own life. Now all they have to do is parachute into the hottest war in the Americas. 278 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99.

THE LADY IN THE CAR WITH GLASSES AND A GUN
By Sebastien Japrisot. Blonde, beautiful, and mysterious Dany Longo is trembling with doubt behind her dark glasses and self-assured veneer. As she races south from Paris in a stolen car, she has no idea where she is going or why. Is she the killer the police are looking for or is she a pawn in a deadly game? A republication of the work originally printed in 1966. 217 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $4.95.

THE VIVERO LETTER
By Desmond Bagley. When Jeremy Wheale’s brother is murdered for a very good reason, he finds himself on a hunt for a dangerous criminal–who’s intent on killing him–it’s them. 406 pages.

BLUFF
By Michael Kardos. Twenty-seven year old magician Natalie Webb is already a has-been. But then Natalie finds herself facing a dangerous proposition—one that could radically alter her meager fortune: to help pull off a $1.5 million magic trick that, if done successfully, no one will ever suspect happened. 280 pages. Mysterious Press. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00.

PHOENIX BURNING
By Isabella Maldonado. Homicide Detective Veranda Cruz will stop at nothing to take down the Villabos cartel. But when a wave of violence in downtown Phoenix escalates, she fears that the secrets of her past will take her down instead. 326 pages. Midnight Ink. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99.

DEADOUT
By Jon McGoran. A detective and his organic farmer girlfriend are distracted from their Martha’s Vineyard vacation by a mysterious plague that’s killing the island’s honeybees. When the Stoma Corporation offers to supply local farmers with genetically modified bees, things spin out of control and they must stop Soma’s venomous plot before it spreads to the mainland—and the world.

MURDERABILIA
By Carl Vonderau. William McNary was eight years old when his father went to prison for murdering thirteen women, dismembering them, and then photographing them. Now thirty one years later a woman is murdered in the same gruesome way. Only one person can understand the copycat killer, the monster William has not seen since he was a child.
**Thrillers**

- **EYE OF VENGEANCE**
  By Jonathon King. $3.95

- **NEMESIS**
  By Catherine Coulter. LARGE PRINT EDITION. $4.95
  A trio of crises plunge Special Agent Lacey Jethro, Dillon Savich, and Agent Griffin Hammersmith into a whirlwind of perpetual danger. Who is really behind the bombing attacks at JFK and St. Patrick’s Cathedral? Does it go deeper than a simple terrorist threat? And just who is the Nemesist? Book Club Edition. 393 pages. Putnam.

- **THE ART OF WAR**
  By Stephen Coonts. $4.95
  As China’s military preys on neighbors in the South China Sea, America gapes on high alert. But a far more ominous danger lurks closer to home: a nuclear weapon has been planted in Norfolk, Virginia—site of the biggest naval base on the planet. It falls on CIA director Jake Granston to stop imminent catastrophe. 514 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

- **WIN, LOSE, OR DIE**
  By John Gardner. $3.95
  James Bond returns to the Navy in order to prevent the most audacious ransom plot ever attempted. Soon 007 finds himself caught in the middle of a massive war game. If he’s to thwart the terrorists’ death-dealing plot—he can’t afford to trust anyone. 319 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

- **STRAW OF HORMUZ**
  By Davis Bunn. $4.95
  via high-end art purchases in Europe, Royce finds himself in Switzerland with only sketchy information, no backup, and without a single weapon other than his wits. 332 pages. Bethany House. Pub. at $19.99

- **LIARS’ PARADOX**
  By Taylor Stevens. $4.95
  From earliest memory Jack and Jill, feuding twins, have been taught to hide, to hunt, to survive. Their mother Clare has trained them in the art of espionage, tested their skills in weaponry, surveillance, and sabotage, and sharpened their minds with nerve-wracking psychological games. When their mother goes missing, they have to set aside their differences to find her. 328 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00

**Spies & Espionage**

- **DEATH AT NUREMBERG**
  By W.E.B. Griffin & W.E. Butterworth IV. Special Agent James Cronley Jr. finds himself fighting wars on all sides when he’s assigned to protect the U.S. chief prosecutor in the Nuremberg War Trials, and to dismantle the infamous Odessa—an organization dedicated to helping Nazi war criminals escape to South America. 397 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99

- **LAST INSTRUCTIONS**
  By N. R. Hezni. $5.95
  Agent 10483, a psychopathic former Israeli spy, is busy trying to shut down the spy organization he once worked for and plotting his revenge against the key individuals whom he deems responsible for the Organization’s betrayal of him—everyone wants to get their hands on Agent 10483. 346 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

- **EXPOSURE**
  By Helen Dunmore. $4.95
  In 1960, the Cold War is at its height. A spy may be a friend or neighbor, coworker or lover, and the political establishment knows how and where to bury its secrets—and two colleagues face a terrible dilemma over a missing top-secret file. 391 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $25.00

- **AN HONORABLE MAN**
  By Paul Vidich. $4.95
  Spy: That’s the choice. She’s either going to save the world—or die trying. 334 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $26.99

**Sherlock Holmes**

- **THE RETURN OF SHERLOCK HOLMES**
  By Arthur Conan Doyle. $4.95
  Features thirteen stories with classic plot set-ups, before the enigmatic sleuth beats you to the punch with his astonishing powers of deduction. This volume shows exactly why, more than a hundred years on, Holmes remains the world’s number one detective. 336 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99
## British Mysteries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WESTMORLAND ALONE</td>
<td>Ian Sansom</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>Harper</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEATH HAS DEEP ROOTS</td>
<td>Michael Gibert</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>Zaffre</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE BLOOD ROAD</td>
<td>Stuart MacBride</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>Poisoned Pen</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE DISCREET OF SUSANITY</td>
<td>Susan Hilt</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>HarperCollins</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE CIPHER GARDEN</td>
<td>Martin Edwards</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>Poisoned Pen</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE BODY IN THE BOAT</td>
<td>A.J. MacKenzie</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>Zaffre</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO’S SORRY NOW?</td>
<td>Maggie Robinson</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>Poisoned Pen</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE BODY IN THE DUMB RIVER</td>
<td>George Bellairs</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>Poisoned Pen</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE DETECTIVE’S DAUGHTER</td>
<td>Lesley Thomson</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>Pegasus</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE PERFECT CRIME</td>
<td>Helen Fields</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>Pegasus</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN AT THE DEATH</td>
<td>Francis Duncan</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>Doubleday</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERFECT PREY</td>
<td>Helen Fields</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>Doubleday</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUTH OR DIE</td>
<td>Katerina Diamond</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>Sourcebooks</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*British My steries*  
When Detective Inspector Bell turns up dead in a Cold Case Review Team reopens the case. Years later, DCI Hannah Scarlett, of the suspects but lack the evidence to make an own scythe. The police identify several suspects but lack the evidence to make an arrest. Years later, DCI Hannah Scarlett, of the Cold Case Review Team reopens the case.

---

*Poisoned Pen*  
By Stuart MacBride. When Detective Inspector Bell turns up dead in a crashed car, it’s a shock to everyone—because Bell died two years ago. Or at least they thought he did. But now, the deeper Inspector Logan McAteer digs, the more bones he uncover. And there are people out who’ll kill to keep those skeletons buried. 468 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95

*Harper*  
By Ian Sansom. Stranded in the market town of Appleby, after a tragic rail crash, Morley, his daughter, and his assistant, find themselves drawn into a world of country fairs, gossip lore and wrestling. When a woman’s body is discovered at an archaeological dig, Morley wonders if it could be murder. Join them as they journey into the heart of 1930s England.

*Zaffre*  
By Michael Gibert. Convicted of murder, Victoria Larimarte, awaits her appointment with the gallows. One final opportunity remains: the defendant calls on solicitor Nap Rumbold to replace the defense council, and grants an eight-day reprieve. Without any time to spare, Rumbold begins to trace the roots of the brutal eight-day reprieve. Without any time to spare, he calls on solicitor Nap Rumbold to replace the defense council, and grants an eight-day reprieve. Without any time to spare, he calls on solicitor Nap Rumbold to replace the defense council, and grants an eight-day reprieve.

*Poisoned Pen*  
By A.J. MacKenzie. Across the still, dark English Channel come the smugglers. But tonight they carry an unusual cargo—a coffin. Several miles inland, a respected banker holds a party. Within days, one of the guests is found shot dead. What links this apparently senseless killing to the smugglers lurking in the mist along the Kent Coast? And who was in the mysterious coffin?

*HarperCollins*  
By Maggie Robinson. Scotland Yard Detective Inspector Devensand Hunter finds himself in the middle of a series of upper class deaths in London. Young people are being extinguished in their favorite night spots. When Lady Adelaide Compton offers her help, could working on the case together lead to much more than merely solving crimes? 268 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95

*Pegasus*  
By Helen Fields. After a second young woman is found butchered in Edinburgh, D.C.I. Ava Turner and D.J. Luc Callanach realize the “babydoll” killer is playing a horrifying game. And it’s only a matter of time before he strikes again. 420 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

*Pegasus*  
By Lesley Thomson. Thirty years ago a woman went walking by the river with her young son. She never came home. For three decades her case file has lain, unsolved, in the corner of an attic. Until Stella Darnell, daughter of Detective Chief Superintendent Darrell, starts to clear out her father’s house after his death and takes on a case he couldn’t solve. 472 pages. Head of Zeus. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

*Pegasus*  
By Stephen Berry. Stephen Berry is about to jump off a bridge when a suicide prevention counselor stops him. A week later, Stephen is dead. D.I. Luc Callanach and D.C.I. Ava Turner are drafted in to investigate whether he jumped or was pushed. But more carefully curated suicides begin to turn up, and little do Callanach and Turner know, just how close their perpetrator is.

*Poisoner Pen*  
By Katerina Diamond. When the butchered body of a professor is found in a private office of Exeter University, DS Imogen Grey and DS Adrian Miles look to his students for answers—but their initial investigation turns up no leads. As the body count rises, they have to look into the past to uncover the person responsible.

*Sourcebooks*  
By Francis Duncan. Soon after they arrive in Brighton, it becomes clear to Mordecai Tremaine and Chief Inspector Jonathan Boyle that the city harbors more than its fair share of passions and motives. But one question lingers. Why did Dr. Hardene, the local general practitioner of impeccable reputation, bring a revolver with him on a routine visit to a patient?
**British Mysteries**

★ **UNHOLY DYING** By R.T. Campbell. An infamous fraud is poisoned at a gathering of geneticists and the possible killer includes a dozen vindictive former assistants and humiliated colleagues. Now its up to amateur sleuth, Professor John Stubbs a blustering old botanist from Scotland, to use his unconventional methods to solve the case. 317 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. **$9.95**

★ **FRONT PAGE MURDER** By Peter Bartram. This Swinging Sixties British mystery is equal parts thriller and humor. Archie Fliwodrow is to bang for the murder of real artist Percy Despard. Convinced of his innocence, Archie’s niece Tammy persuades Evening Chronicle reporter Colin Crampton to take up the case. 317 pages. Roundline. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95. **$7.95**

★ **A SIEGE OF BITTERNS** By Steve Burrows. Newly appointed DCI Domenic Jejeune doesn’t know how to solve the mystery. 359 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00. **$3.95**

★ **THE BLACKHEATH POISONINGS** By Julian Symons. With health care have its drawbacks, case in point, the Collard and Vandervent families who for decades have shared a large estate in the elegant London suburb of Blackheath. It’s now the 1890s, and when one member after another of the extended clan falls victim to gastric misadventure, Paul Vandervent embarks on a feverish quest to clear the name of his beloved. 308 pages. Felony & Mayhem. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

★ **THE SILVER GUN** By L.A. Chandlar. It’s been six months since Lane Sanders was appointed Mayor Fiorello La Guardia’s new personal aide, and the 23 year old is happy to be distracted by the unpredictable antics. But when Lane gets attacked by an assailant tied to one of the most notorious gangsters in the city, she must figure out how the secrets of her past are connected to the city’s underground economy. 337 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99. **$11.95**

★ **A RUSTLE OF SILK** By Alys Clare. Devon, 1607. Gabriel Tavener, former ship’s surgeon turned country physician, is called to examine a rotting body found impaled on a blade. Identifying the corpse seems a hopeless task and the death is declared a suicide. But Gabriel is not satisfied, and his discoveries lead him deep into the dark underbelly of the lucrative silk trade. 251 pages. Black Thorn. Pub. at $14.00. **$3.95**

★ **HERETICS** By Leonardo Padura. In 1939, the Saint Louis sails from Hamburg into Havana’s port with hundreds of Jewish refugees seeking asylum from the Nazi regime. From the docks, 9-year old Daniel watches as the passengers, including his family, become embroiled in afasco of Cuban corruption. His family, along with their priceless heirloom, disappear. 528 pages. FSG. Pub. at $28.00. **$7.95**

★ **DEAD MAN’S BLUES** By Ray Celestin. Chicago, 1928. Pinkerton detectives Michael Talbot and Ida Davis are hired to find a missing heiress by the girl’s troubled mother. But it proves harder than expected to find a face that is known across the city, and Ida must enlist the help of her friend Louis Armstrong. 483 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95. **$5.95**

★ **GALLows COURT** By Martin Edwards. London, 1930. A spate of violent deaths—the details too foul to print—has horrified the capital, and the streets are deserted. But Rachel Saymenake is no ordinary woman. To Scotland Yard’s embarrassment, she solved the Chorus Girl Murder, and now she’s on the trail of another killer. 349 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. **$9.95**

★ **THE WAGES OF SIN** By Kate Welsh. Painfully aware of just how little separates her own life from that of her former patient’s, Sarah Gilchrist is determined to find out what happened to Lucy and to bring those responsible for her death to justice. As Sarah searches for answers in Victorian Edinburgh’s dark alleyways, she comes closer to uncovering a lucrative trade, and her life at risk. 290 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95. **$11.95**

★ **SKIN AND BONE** By Robin Blake. It’s 1743 and the tanners of Preston are a pariah community, plying their unwelcome trade beside a stretch of riverside marsh where many PNGtions by ancient right graze their livestock. When the body of a newborn child is found in one of their tanning pits, Cragg’s inquiry falls foul of a cabal of merchants dead set on modernizing the town’s economy. 337 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99. **$9.95**

★ **NOR WILL HE SLEEP** By David Ashton. 1887, Edinburgh. An old woman is found savagely beated, and Inspector James McLevy is called in. Robert Louis Stevenson is in the city to bury his deceased father, and the inspector recognizes they both observers of the dark side of human nature. Is it a coincidence that Stevenson’s character Mr. Hyde, fits the description of the killer he seeks? 350 pages. Two Roads. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. **$11.95**

★ **HALF MOON STREET** By Alex Reeve. Like half the young men in London, Leo Stanhope is rich in dreams but poor in pocket. He dreams of making a home with Maria, the woman he loves. But Leo has a secret. And in Queen Victoria’s England, that secret could get him locked up for life—that is until he’s suspected of a murder he didn’t commit. Now he must find the killer and keep his secret safe. 297 pages. Felony & Mayhem. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. **$7.95**

★ **THE LABYRINTH OF THE SPIRITS** By Carlos Ruiz Zafon. In 1938, during the Spanish Civil War, Alicia los her parents at the age of nine when the Nationals savagely bombed Barcelona. Twenty years later, she still carries the emotional and physical scars. Weary of her work as an investigator for Spain’s secret police in Madrid, she agrees to take one last case, and must battle demons from her own past along the way. 306 pages. Harper/Perennial. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. **$9.95**

★ **BETTY CHURCH AND THE SUFFOLK VAMPIRE** By M.R.C. Kasasian. September 1939. As Britain readies for war, a mouth-dressed man, murdered in broad daylight with two distinctive puncture wounds in his neck is discovered at the train station. Inspector Betty Church singlehandedly fights to solve a dangerous killer. 498 pages. Head of Zeus. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. **$12.95**

★ **MURDER ON THE LAST FRONTIER** By Cathy Pegau. Cordova is gradually getting civilized, but the town is still tougher than suffragette and journalist Charlotte Brody imagined. She’s come to the frontier town where her brother Michael practices medicine, for the same reason many come to Alaska, to start over. But she soon finds herself in danger when she investigates the death of a prostitute. 295 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00. **$9.95**

★ **NOR WILL HE SLEEP** By David Ashton. 1887, Edinburgh. An old woman is found savagely beated, and Inspector James McLevy is called in. Robert Louis Stevenson is in the city to bury his deceased father, and the inspector recognizes they both observers of the dark side of human nature. Is it a coincidence that Stevenson’s character Mr. Hyde, fits the description of the killer he seeks? 350 pages. Two Roads. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. **$11.95**

★ **HALF MOON STREET** By Alex Reeve. Like half the young men in London, Leo Stanhope is rich in dreams but poor in pocket. He dreams of making a home with Maria, the woman he loves. But Leo has a secret. And in Queen Victoria’s England, that secret could get him locked up for life—that is until he’s suspected of a murder he didn’t commit. Now he must find the killer and keep his secret safe. 297 pages. Felony & Mayhem. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. **$7.95**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author/Series</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3732029</td>
<td><strong>THE MAN UPON THE STAIR</strong></td>
<td>By Gary Inlender</td>
<td>A mystery unfolds when a valet is found dead in a locked room.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6941729</td>
<td><strong>NO MORE DYING</strong></td>
<td>By David Roberts</td>
<td>A detective investigates the death of a young might be connected to a local racketeer.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9616451</td>
<td><strong>GIVE THE DEVIL HIS DUE</strong></td>
<td>By Sulari Gentill</td>
<td>A novel about a woman who finds herself in danger after her sister is murdered.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811943</td>
<td><strong>THE TWICE-HANDED MAN</strong></td>
<td>By Priscilla Royal</td>
<td>A mystery involving a disappearance and a plot to steal a priceless heirloom.</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6880724</td>
<td><strong>THE CARDINAL’S COURT</strong></td>
<td>By Cora Harrison</td>
<td>The murder of a cardinal’s secretary leads to a search for the killer.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6894275</td>
<td><strong>TO DIE BUT ONCE</strong></td>
<td>By Jacqueline Winspear</td>
<td>A detective investigates a death that may be connected to a government contract.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3247058</td>
<td><strong>TRAITOR</strong></td>
<td>By David Hingley</td>
<td>A spy is betrayed, and a detective must track down the traitor.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2875799</td>
<td><strong>A MORTAL LIKENESS</strong></td>
<td>By Laura Joh Rowland</td>
<td>A murder investigation leads to a uncovering of a political conspiracy.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2683921</td>
<td><strong>THE DANGEROUS LADIES AFFAIR</strong></td>
<td>By M. Muller &amp; B. Pronzini</td>
<td>A murder investigation involving a secret society.</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6935824</td>
<td><strong>TITANIC BLUES</strong></td>
<td>By M.J. Rose</td>
<td>A mystery involving a shipwreck and a missing passenger.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6880258</td>
<td><strong>HAUNTED MARCH</strong></td>
<td>By K Pollifax</td>
<td>A murder investigation involving a haunted house.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6894268</td>
<td><strong>THE MAN UPON THE STAIR</strong></td>
<td>By Gary Inlender</td>
<td>A mystery unfolds when a valet is found dead in a locked room.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813946</td>
<td><strong>NO MORE DYING</strong></td>
<td>By David Roberts</td>
<td>A detective investigates the death of a young might be connected to a local racketeer.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9616451</td>
<td><strong>GIVE THE DEVIL HIS DUE</strong></td>
<td>By Sulari Gentill</td>
<td>A novel about a woman who finds herself in danger after her sister is murdered.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811943</td>
<td><strong>THE TWICE-HANDED MAN</strong></td>
<td>By Priscilla Royal</td>
<td>A mystery involving a disappearance and a plot to steal a priceless heirloom.</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6880724</td>
<td><strong>THE CARDINAL’S COURT</strong></td>
<td>By Cora Harrison</td>
<td>The murder of a cardinal’s secretary leads to a search for the killer.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6894275</td>
<td><strong>TO DIE BUT ONCE</strong></td>
<td>By Jacqueline Winspear</td>
<td>A detective investigates a death that may be connected to a government contract.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2875799</td>
<td><strong>A MORTAL LIKENESS</strong></td>
<td>By Laura Joh Rowland</td>
<td>A murder investigation leads to a uncovering of a political conspiracy.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2683921</td>
<td><strong>THE DANGEROUS LADIES AFFAIR</strong></td>
<td>By M. Muller &amp; B. Pronzini</td>
<td>A murder investigation involving a secret society.</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6935824</td>
<td><strong>TITANIC BLUES</strong></td>
<td>By M.J. Rose</td>
<td>A mystery involving a shipwreck and a missing passenger.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6880258</td>
<td><strong>HAUNTED MARCH</strong></td>
<td>By K Pollifax</td>
<td>A murder investigation involving a haunted house.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### More Mysteries & Detectives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What Falls Between the Cracks</td>
<td>Natasha Barclay</td>
<td></td>
<td>London Flat</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moltan Mud Murder</td>
<td>Sara E. Johnson</td>
<td></td>
<td>Allison &amp; Busby</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Classics & Literary Fiction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Life and Adventures of Joaquin Murieta:</td>
<td>John Rollin Ridge</td>
<td></td>
<td>Grove</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Contemporary & Cutting Edge Fiction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Golden Son</td>
<td>Shilipi Somaya Gowda</td>
<td></td>
<td>Gallery</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convenience Store Woman</td>
<td>Sayaka Murata</td>
<td></td>
<td>HMH</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Classics & Literary Fiction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arthurian Romances</td>
<td>Chretien de Troyes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Gallery</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$15.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Contemporary & Cutting Edge Fiction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Beloveds</td>
<td>Maureen Lindley</td>
<td></td>
<td>Gallery</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$18.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### More Mysteries & Detectives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poisoned Pen</td>
<td>Sara E. Johnson</td>
<td></td>
<td>Poisoned Pen</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Classics & Literary Fiction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Awakening</td>
<td>Kate Chopin</td>
<td></td>
<td>Everyman's Library</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Contemporary & Cutting Edge Fiction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Convenience Store Woman</td>
<td>Sayaka Murata</td>
<td></td>
<td>Grove</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Classics & Literary Fiction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arthurian Romances</td>
<td>Chretien de Troyes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Everyman's Library</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Contemporary & Cutting Edge Fiction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Beloveds</td>
<td>Maureen Lindley</td>
<td></td>
<td>Grove</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### More Mysteries & Detectives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moltan Mud Murder</td>
<td>Sara E. Johnson</td>
<td></td>
<td>Everyman's Library</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Classics & Literary Fiction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moltan Mud Murder</td>
<td>Sara E. Johnson</td>
<td></td>
<td>HMH</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Contemporary & Cutting Edge Fiction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Convenience Store Woman</td>
<td>Sayaka Murata</td>
<td></td>
<td>Grove</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Classics & Literary Fiction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Golden Son</td>
<td>Shilipi Somaya Gowda</td>
<td></td>
<td>Gallery</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Contemporary & Cutting Edge Fiction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Convenience Store Woman</td>
<td>Sayaka Murata</td>
<td></td>
<td>Grove</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SWIMMING HOME  By Deborah Levy. As he arrives with his family at the villa in the hills above Nice, Joe sees a body in the swimming pool. But the girl is very much alive. She is Kitty Finch, a self-proclaimed botanist, walking naked out of the water into the heart of their holiday. Why is she there and what does she want? 157 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00  

FLY BY NIGHT  By Andrea Thalasinos. On the same day marine biologist Amelia Drakos discovers that her beloved Seahorse Laboratory is being foreclosed, she learns her deceased father had lived a secret life and she has an older brother. Amelia wonders if she and her newfound brother can overcome the sins of their father and find peace. 444 pages. Forge. Pub. at $25.99  

LIGHTHOUSE BEACH  By Shelley Noble. When Jess and Lillo discover Jess’s fiancé philandering in the parking lot, Jess, Lillo, Ailie and Diana all pile into Lillo’s old van and head up the coast to Lighthouse Beach. But what begins as a flight from a wedding soon becomes a journey of self-discovery for them all. None of them will be able to resist the healing power of Lighthouse Beach. 303 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  

GETTING EVEN  By Sarah Rayner. How would you feel if your best friend at work betrayed you? Won a coveted promotion by having an affair, then teamed you up with a mere junior, leaving you feeling completely demoted? For Lvy, there’s no question—revenge. But is Lvy really the innocent party, or is she hiding secrets of her own? 312 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99  

NO ORDINARY LIFE  By Suzanne Redfearn. Faye never expected her husband to abandon her and their three children, or that she’d have to struggle every day to make ends meet. But when her four year old daughter is discovered and offered a role on a television series, realizes that fame and fortune don’t come without a price as she fights to protect her children’s fragile lives. 387 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  

THE AUSTEN ESCAPE  By Katherine Reay. When Mary’s childhood friend, Isabel, offers her a two week stay in a gorgeous manor house in England, she reluctantly agrees in the hopes that it will shake up her quiet life. But she gets more than she bargained for when Isabel loses her memory and fully believes she lives in Jane Austen’s Bath. 305 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  

THE PARTY  By Elizabeth Day. Over the course of a single evening, two married couples, Ben and Serena, and Ben’s devoted friend Martin and his wife Lucy, will come to question everything they thought they knew about each other, culminating in an explosive act of violence. 295 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $26.00  

BEHOLD THE DREAMERS  By Imbolo Mbue. New York City, 2007. Jenda Jonga has just arrived from Cameroon with grand ambitions of success for him and his family. He imagines many possible worlds: in one, time is circular so people are fated to repeat triumphs and failures over and over; in another place visited by lovers where everything from the cherry in your soda, to the music; now he must decide if his attacker is a mere junior, leaving him homesick and resentful until he embarks on a new love affair—with New York City and three new friends. 287 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  

GETTING EVEN  By Sarah Rayner. How would you feel if your best friend at work betrayed you? Won a coveted promotion by having an affair, then teamed you up with a mere junior, leaving you feeling completely demoted? For Lvy, there’s no question—revenge. But is Lvy really the innocent party, or is she hiding secrets of her own? 312 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99  

LILLIAN BOXFISH TAKES A WALK  By Kathleen Rooney. Lillian, eighty-five years old and as sharp and savvy as ever, is on her way to a party. Her son warns her about a subway vigilante, but Lillian doesn’t scare easily. On her walk around the city she meets bartenders, security guards, criminals, and children. She takes her time as the night is still young. 287 pages. Fcador. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  

WHERE THE WILD CHERRIES GROW  By Laura Madeleine. It’s 1919, and the end of the war has not brought peace for Erremike. Lost in grief, she boards a train and runs away to a tiny seaside village in the South of France. Fifty years later, Bill, a young solicitor, finds Erremike’s diary and begins to trace an anguished story of betrayal and love that will send him on a journey to discover the truth of what happened to Erremike. 335 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99  

YOU, ME, AND THE SEA  By Meg Donohue. Merrow Shave believes she was born of the sea: strong, joyous, and wild. Her beloved home is Horseshoe Clift, a small farm on the coast of Northern California, where she spends her days exploring fog-cloaked beaches and swimming in a secluded cove. Here she meets Amir. But when tragedy strikes, she is forced to question whether Amir is really the person she believes him to be. 340 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  

THROUGH RUSHING WATER  By Catherine Richmond. The Board of Foreign Missions sends Sophie to the Ponca Indian Agency in the bleak Dakota Territory. Soon she is infected with a passion for the people she’s sent to serve. It is also a passion shared by the Agency carpenter, Will Dunn. As the Poncas are being uprooted from their land, Sophia and Will fight for their friends and their love. 357 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  

NO ONE COULD HAVE GUESSED THE WEATHER  By Anne-Marie Casey. After her husband loses his job, Lucy has to leave behind her posh life in London and settle into a tiny East Village apartment. Now she’s a middle-aged mother in the midst of hipsters, homesick and resentful until she embarks on a new love affair—with New York City and three new friends. 285 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $15.00  

NO ONE COULD HAVE GUESSED THE WEATHER  By Anne-Marie Casey. After her husband loses his job, Lucy has to leave behind her posh life in London and settle into a tiny East Village apartment. Now she’s a middle-aged mother in the midst of hipsters, homesick and resentful until she embarks on a new love affair—with New York City and three new friends. 285 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $15.00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3487280</td>
<td>THERE YOUR HEART LIES by Mary Gordon. Ninety-nine-year-old Spanish woman searches Europe for her long-lost daughter</td>
<td>Mary Gordon</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5079280</td>
<td>THE SCRAPBOOK OF FRANKIE PRATT by Caroline Preston. Frankie Pratt dreams of becoming a writer, and in a stunning display of vintage mementos, from postcards to magazine clippings, ticket stubs, photographs, menus, and telegrams, she narrates her journey in search of success and love, from her small New York neighborhood to Vassar College to Paris and beyond.</td>
<td>Caroline Preston</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3767299</td>
<td>THE RESURRECTION OF JOAN ASHBY by Cherie Wilson. Joan Ashby finds herself unexpectedly pregnant, as she is accompanied by her husband's half-brother, and her pregnancy gives her a chance to leave her life behind</td>
<td>Cherie Wilson</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2988423</td>
<td>A SONG IN THE DAYLIGHT by Paulina Simons. Larissa Stark is a many things, wife, mother, devoted friend, and unhappy. Until a chance encounter with a charismatic stranger cracks her idyllic existence and leads her to question everything she once believed.</td>
<td>Paulina Simons</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3747617</td>
<td>ASHES OF FIERY WEATHER by Kathleen Donohoe. Firefighters walk boldly into battle against the most capricious of elements. Their daughters, mothers, sisters, and wives walk through the world with another kind of strength and another kind of courage, and no one knows that better than the women of the Keegan-O'Reilly clan.</td>
<td>Kathleen Donohoe</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3767098</td>
<td>LEAVING LUCY PEARL by Anna Solomon. One night in 1917, a young Beatrice leaves her newborn baby at the foot of a pear tree and watches as another woman claims the infant as her own. But then she finds Amy's funeral guests just before.</td>
<td>Anna Solomon</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3909422</td>
<td>THE WIDOW'S GUIDE TO SEX AND DATING by Caroline Radzwill. Over the course of a year the newly widowed Claire eats too little and drinks too much. She sees first and second opinion shrinks and dates. And as Claire moves on from her deceased husband and searches for herself, she comes to realize she's been given a second chance at the meaningful life that passed her by once before.</td>
<td>Caroline Radzwill</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3767127</td>
<td>THE MOTHER'S PROMISE by Sally Heworth. Now that she's sick, and desperate to find stability for her daughter Zoe, Alice reaches out to two women who are practically strangers but who are her only hope: Kate, a nurse, and Sonja, a social worker. As the four of them come together, a chain of events is set into motion, and all four of them will confront their darkest fears and secrets.</td>
<td>Sally Heworth</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2966960</td>
<td>THERE YOUR HEART LIES by Mary Gordon. Ninety-nine-year-old Spanish woman searches Europe for her long-lost daughter.</td>
<td>Mary Gordon</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3905942</td>
<td>THE SCRAPBOOK OF FRANKIE PRATT by Caroline Preston. Frankie Pratt dreams of becoming a writer, and in a stunning display of vintage mementos, from postcards to magazine clippings, ticket stubs, photographs, menus, and telegrams, she narrates her journey in search of success and love, from her small New York neighborhood to Vassar College to Paris and beyond.</td>
<td>Caroline Preston</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3767127</td>
<td>The Widows Guide to Sex and Dating by Caroline Radzwill. Over the course of a year the newly widowed Claire eats too little and drinks too much. She sees first and second opinion shrinks and dates. And as Claire moves on from her deceased husband and searches for herself, she comes to realize she's been given a second chance at the meaningful life that passed her by once before.</td>
<td>Caroline Radzwill</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Women in Fiction

**THE SPACE BETWEEN SISTERS** by Mary McNair. When two sisters reunite on Butternut Lake they relive the joys of their childhood. But this blissful nostalgia soon gives way to conflict and painful memories, and buried secrets threaten to tear the sisters apart. Soon past secrets are revealed, new love is found, and the ties between the sisters are tested like never before. 318 pages. Morrow.

Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

Item #5980042

Price cut to $5.95

**THE PARADISE GUIDE HOUSE** by Ellen Susman. It starts as a trip to paradise. Sent on assignment to Bali, Jamie, an American adventure guide, imagines spending weeks exploring the island’s lush jungles and white sand beaches. Yet three days after her arrival, she is caught in Bali’s infamous nightclub bombings–which irrevocably change her life and leave her with many unanswered questions. 272 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00

Item #5980047

Price cut to $3.95

**MY SWEET AUDRINA/WHITEFERN** by V.C. Andrews. Novels. In *MY SWEET AUDRINA,* Audrina Adare only desires to be as good as her older sister, Whitefern, after her unforgettable sequel, *Audrina* is left searching for answers. And then one day her knees buckle every time he rescues her. 592 pages. Flatiron Books. Pub. at $15.99

Item #5980048

Price cut to $9.95

**A DICTINARY OF MUTUAL UNDERSTANDING** by Jackie Copleton. When Amaterasu Takahashi opens the door of her home, she finds a badly scarred man claiming to be her grandson who she believes perished along with her daughter during the bombing of Nagasaki. She is forced to confront her memories and her past, but will she allow herself to believe in a miracle? 292 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

Item #5980049

Price cut to $4.95

**LOVE HER MADLY** by M. Elizabeth Lee. When two best friends fall for the same guy at college, they decide to “share” him. Glo, not wanting to jeopardize her friendship with Cyn, only reluctantly agrees. But does Glo really know her BFF? When Cyn disappears into the jungle on a study abroad trip to Costa Rica, Glo is left searching for answers. And then one day seven years later in New York City—*it* really strikes. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

Item #5980050

Price cut to $3.95

**FRANCE, STORY OF A CHILDHOOD** by Zahia Rahmani. An intimate heart-breaking autobiographical novel of an Algerian Muslim family’s exile from home and an unwelcoming reception in France. The author offers a fictionalized version of her family’s struggles of uprooting and resettlement, imprisonment and escape, and persecution and loss. 180 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

Item #5980051

Price cut to $7.95

**THE GUINEVERES** by Sarah Domet. To four girls who have nothing, their friendship is everything—they are each other’s confidantes, teachers, and family. The girls are all named Guinevere, Vere, Gwen, Ginny, and Win. Together they form the all-powerful and confident The Guineveres, bound by the extraordinary coincidence of their names. 342 pages. Flatiron Books. Pub. at $25.00

Item #6590097

Price cut to $5.95

**THE SECRET** by Kathryn Hughes. Mary has been nursing a secret. Forty years ago, she made a choice that would change her world forever, and alter the path of someone she holds dear. Now that someone must go back to where it all began to unlock the secret. 315 pages. Headline. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99

Item #2816911

Price cut to $5.95

**A PARADISE GUEST HOUSE** by Elizabeth Sussman. It starts as a trip to paradise. Sent on assignment to Bali, Jamie, an American adventure guide, imagines spending weeks exploring the island’s lush jungles and white sand beaches. Yet three days after her arrival, she is caught in Bali’s infamous nightclub bombings–which irrevocably change her life and leave her with many unanswered questions. 272 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00

Item #5980047

Price cut to $3.95

**LOVE HER MADLY** by M. Elizabeth Lee. When two best friends fall for the same guy at college, they decide to “share” him. Glo, not wanting to jeopardize her friendship with Cyn, only reluctantly agrees. But does Glo really know her BFF? When Cyn disappears into the jungle on a study abroad trip to Costa Rica, Glo is left searching for answers. And then one day seven years later in New York City—*it* really strikes. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

Item #5980050

Price cut to $3.95

**FRANCE, STORY OF A CHILDHOOD** by Zahia Rahmani. An intimate heart-breaking autobiographical novel of an Algerian Muslim family’s exile from home and an unwelcoming reception in France. The author offers a fictionalized version of her family’s struggles of uprooting and resettlement, imprisonment and escape, and persecution and loss. 180 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

Item #5980051

Price cut to $7.95

**THE GUINEVERES** by Sarah Domet. To four girls who have nothing, their friendship is everything—they are each other’s confidantes, teachers, and family. The girls are all named Guinevere, Vere, Gwen, Ginny, and Win. Together they form the all-powerful and confident The Guineveres, bound by the extraordinary coincidence of their names. 342 pages. Flatiron Books. Pub. at $25.00

Item #6590097

Price cut to $5.95

**THE GIFT** by Wanda E. Brunstetter. Leah and her family have always considered her to have a healing touch and a special gift for reflexology. Adam is one of those who scoff at the idea, even though his own mother used to practice reflexology. When tragedy strikes, Adam is suddenly a father figure to his nieces, and he finds himself needing a wife—and Leah seems the best option. 350 pages. Barbour. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

Item #3982920

Price cut to $4.95

**A HOME FOR HANNAH** by Amy Lillard. Widowed and left with little more than her hurting teenager, Hannah McLean returns home after 15 years to the Amish community she was raised. When Aar on Zook, Hannah’s first love, learns she is back, he nearly falls to his knees. Now providence has delivered the first woman he loved, and with her, the rush of feelings they once shared. 330 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

Item #3712141

Price cut to $3.95

**MAKE ME** by Beth Kery. Available for the first time as a complete novel, the serial from the *New York Times* bestselling author of *When I’m with You* that explores hidden pasts, dangerous obsessions, and uncontrolable passion. Adults only. 514 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

Item #3826064

Price cut to $3.95

**SAY YES TO THE DUKE** by Eloisa James. Devin Lucas Agustus Eldan, Duke of Wynter, will stop at nothing to marry Viola Astley, including marrying a woman whom he believes to be in love with another man. A vicar no less. Devin knows he’s no saint, but he’s used to conquest and he’s determined to win Viola’s unruly heart. 386 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

Item #3916030

Price cut to $5.95

**MYSTERIOUS MAN** by Diana Palmer. As a famous thriller writer, Janine Curtis traveled to Mexico to get inspiration, and keep an eye on her famous thriller writer, Janine Curtis traveled to Mexico to get inspiration, and keep an eye on her famous thriller writer, Janine Curtis traveled to Mexico to get inspiration, and keep an eye on her husband, Charlie. But now she’s back. 426 pages. Love Inspired. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

Item #3725652

Price cut to $5.95

**UNDER AN ALASKAN SKY** by Jennifer Snow. Cassie is pretty sure she’s having a waking nightmare. Not only is her boyfriend’s gorgeous ex hoping to reclaim her family, but a new magazine is threatening the wilderness-adventure business she’s spent five years building. One thing’s for sure, Cassie never backs down from a fight! 380 pages. HQN. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

Item #3909417

Price cut to $5.95

**THE DEVIL WEARS KILTS** by Suzanne Enoch. Lady Charlotte Hanover has had her fill of hot-headed men, having lost her fiancé in an utterly unnecessary duel. But there is something solid and appealing about the brash Highlander, Ranulf MacLawry, who’s as dangerous in the ballroom as in battle. 331 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

Item #3891438

Price cut to $3.95

**GETTING LUCKY** by Carolyn Brown. After the center of nasty gossip in her last hometown, all Julie wants in Saint Jo, Texas, is a quiet life for herself and her daughter. Single dad, Griffin, thinks Julie is scheming to steal his ranch out from under him to benefit her daughter. Julie and Griffin can’t seem to cross paths without a scuffle, but soon they might find something really worth fighting for. 404 pages.

Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

Item #3767078

Price cut to $5.95

### Romance

**HIS PROMISE** by Shelley Shepard Gray. Just as she starts to miss the bustle of her large Amish family this Christmas season, she runs into a familiar face—the man who broke her sister’s heart. Now a fireman, he had walked away all those years ago, because he realized he was falling in love with the wrong sister. Now he can’t help but wonder if he has reconnected with Grace, only to risk losing her again. 338 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

Item #3786897

Price cut to $3.95


Item #3725652

Price cut to $5.95

**THE PARADISE WIDOW** by Becca R. Within. It starts as a trip to paradise. Sent on assignment to Bali, Jamie, an American adventure guide, imagines spending weeks exploring the island’s lush jungles and white sand beaches. Yet three days after her arrival, she is caught in Bali’s infamous nightclub bombings–which irrevocably change her life and leave her with many unanswered questions. 272 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00

Item #5980047

Price cut to $3.95

**LOVE HER MADLY** by M. Elizabeth Lee. When two best friends fall for the same guy at college, they decide to “share” him. G...
FALLING FOR THE HIGHLANDER By Lysay Sands. Lady Murine Carmichael has known her share of bad luck. But when her debt-ridden half brother tries to sell her off in exchange for a few Scottish horses, it’s the final straw. Dougall Buchanan was disgusted by Lord Danvir’s shameful offer, but Murine tempts him beyond measure, and he wants to protect her with his life and her heart. 282 pages. Avon. Pub. at $26.99. Item #: 681624X

CHRISTMAS ON THE RANGE By Diana Palmer. Novels. Two western-style tales of romance found under the mistletoe. In Winter Roses, young by Conley is all grown up and determined to open the closed heart of the handsome rancher Stuart York. In Cattlemaster’s Choice, the outlaw Carson Wayne asks Mandelyn to teach him how to treat a lady. 427 pages. Harlequin. Pub. at $17.99. Item #: 672776X

HOLLY By Jude Deveraux. As Christmas approaches, Nick Taggert—a mysterious stranger who makes Holly laugh and tempts her with a surprising passion—turns her plans to reunite with her old beau upside down. One man can seduce who makes Holly laugh and tempts her with a surprising passion—turns her plans to reunite with her old beau upside down. One man can seduce who makes Holly laugh and tempts her with a surprising passion—turns her plans to reunite with her old beau upside down. One man can seduce who makes Holly laugh and tempts her with a surprising passion—turns her plans to reunite with her old beau upside down. One man can seduce who makes Holly laugh and tempts her with a surprising passion—turns her plans to reunite with her old beau upside down. One man can seduce who makes Holly laugh and tempts her with a surprising passion—turns her plans to reunite with her old beau upside down. One man can seduce. 308 pages. Pocket. Pub. at $8.99. Item #: 3778495

THE COTTAGE By Michael Phillips. When Loni is informed that she has inherited property in the Shetland Islands, she wants only to sell it and be done with it. But when she arrives, she is stunned to find that “the Cottage” is not at all what she expected, nor is David Tulloch, the man most of the islanders believe to be the rightful heir. Book two of the “Shetlands” series. 405 pages. Pocket. Pub. at $14.99. Item #: 3699978

A WEDDING INVITATION By Alice J. Wisler. After returning home from teaching in a refugee camp in the Philippines, Samantha enjoys her quiet life working at her mother’s clothing boutique near Washington, D.C. When she receives an invitation to her friend’s wedding in Winston-Salem, NC, she’s excited to reconnect with her college pals. But the wedding turns out very differently than Sam expects. 312 pages. Bethany House. Pub. at $14.99. Item #: 3798933

THE RANCHER’S REDEMPTION By Kate Pearce. A struggling single mom, Lizzie Taylor’s ex has decided to fight for custody of her young son. When Adam Miller shocks her by offering to pose as her partner, it’s Lizzie’s best chance to hold onto her child. And as they strive to present a united front, their old friendship rekindles, sparking an unexpected attraction. 423 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. Item #: 3799999

LORIE’S HEART By Amy Lillard. Lorie knows that if she leaves the Amish community of Wells Landing, she may never be able to return. But what if her destiny lies in the outside world—the world her father knew so well? Change is never easy, but with a bit of courage and the help of a handsome Englishman, she may find the love and peace she’s been longing for. 342 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. Item #: 3944421

BAD FOR YOU By J. Daniels. Shayla isn’t the kind of girl who makes the same mistake twice, especially when it comes to Sean. But soon the two are sharing their biggest dreams and satisfying their deepest desire. But what will happen if the only way to truly give one another what they want most—is to let each other go? 383 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. Item #: 3814157

ONE REAL MAN By Janette Kenny. Gil Yancy is a cowboy with a mission: claim his share of Rocky Point Ranch and build a herd of his own. What Gil doesn’t count on is running into Josie there—the woman he seduced him and took his last red cent. Maybe now it might just be time for a little sweet revenge. 352 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.99. Item #: 377835X

IT’S ALWAYS BEEN YOU By Victoria Dahl. When Kate Hamilton sees the man she once hoped to spend her life with, she is hit with a storm of memories and longing. But though resisting Aidan York’s passion proves impossible, Kate must try not to love him ever again—only to lose him again. 343 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99. Item #: 3773663

LOGAN’S LADY By Rosanne Bittner. Wealthy Englishwoman Lady Elizabeth finds herself adrift in the strange and lawless land of the American West. What she needs is someone hardened by the West and unflinching toward its dangers. Bounty hunter Logan Best finds as the two travel across the treacherous West, that he’ll do anything to keep Elizabeth safe, and defend his lady to his final breath. 421 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. Item #: 3976897

STAY A LITTLE LONGER By Dorothy Garlock. For Rachel Watkins, the armistice has brought anything but peace. She struggles to run her family’s Minnesota boardinghouse, keep her grip-shattered family together, and fend off the man who is using any means necessary to take her property. But when a shell-shocked stranger takes refuge with the Watkins family, Rachel and the stranger will risk everything to believe in each other. 349 pages. Pocket. Pub. at $7.99. Item #: 3767310


STAY DRIFTWOOD COVE By Debbie Mason. FBI agent Michael Gallagher’s job lands him back in his hometown. His best lead is the woman he once loved, and still does. Shay Angel wants to leave the past behind her, and that includes Michael Gallagher, the only man she ever let close enough to break her heart. But she needs his help to find her uncle. Will she dare to risk her heart all over again? 429 pages. Forever. Pub. at $7.99. Item #: 6820158

HOW THE COWBOY WAS WON By Lori Wilde. Emily is a fantastic matchmaker with one big problem: she can’t find the perfect mate for herself! Instead, she vows to find her best friend, Ranger Lockhart, a bride. But Ranger’s thoughts keep returning to his best friend— with her combustible combination of curves and sass. No one compares to Emily, but what’s it going to take to convince her? Pub. at $26.99. Item #: 2913224

THE SECRET OF THE IRISH CASTLE By Santa Montefiore. Montefiore continues the story of the Deverill family in the third book in her beautiful and moving Deverill Chronicles trilogy. As long held secrets come to light, the Deverills will have to heal old wounds and come to terms with the past if they want to ensure their legacy for the future. 464 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. Item #: 2939523

DAUGHTER OF THE HOUSE By Rosie Thomas. At a young age, Nancy Wix discovers clairvoyant abilities that will change her whole life. From a boat accident that leaves three strangers dead to visions of the Great War to come, Nancy strives to determine her fate and harness the strange psychic powers that have troubled her all through her childhood. 503 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.99. Item #: 6800300

CAUGHT BY SURPRISE By Jen Turano. When Gilbert Cavendish is called to rescue a missing woman, he follows the trail to Chicago only to discover that the woman is his good friend Temperance. But when misunderstandings in Chicago escalate into a threat on her life, Temperance accepts Gilbert’s help in solving the mystery, which may lead to more than she ever could imagine. 359 pages. Bethany House. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. Item #: 3825566
A MAN FOR HONOR/PLAIN JEOPARDY
By E. Miller & A. Stone. Novels. In A Man for Honor, Amish widow Honor King asks a matchmaker to find her a new husband. But when her first love returns to town hoping to win her back, she's determined not to let him into her life. In Plain Jeopardy, reporter Grace Miller's Amish hometown seems the perfect place to recuperate from surgery—until a tragic event puts her on the trail of her mother's long-unsolved murder. 460 pages. Love Inspired. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 Item #2653957

$5.95

BOUND FOR EDEN
By Jess Llesue. While fleeing from the murderous Grady brothers, Alexandra disguises herself as a boy and joins a wagon train captained by the irresistible Luke Slater. She soon finds herself falling for him. Unfortunately she cannot reveal herself. Only by maintaining her ruse does Alex have a chance of saving herself. 341 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 Item #6885993

$5.95

THE RELENTLESS RAKE
By Jane Ashford. Novels. In The Relentless Rake, Miss Julia Devere is socked when she spies her fiancé in the arms of another woman. Unless she can beat this new rival, Julia stands to lose all she wants. In How to Bequire a Baron, Miss Susan Wyndham and Miss Marianne MacClain how up at the ball wearing the same gown and enamored with the same gentleman. 441 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 Item #3768233

$5.95

THE DANDELION FIELD
By Kathryn Spring. As Gin and Dan do the best they can to guide their two teenagers through their early entry into adulthood, they discover that romance can bloom in the nokest of situations. And God can turn the pieces of a broken past into a beautiful new beginning. 341 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 Item #3694410

$3.95

WANT YOU MORE
By Nicole Helm. Will Evans works hard, plays harder, but never gets in too deep. He'll do anything to keep his family's White High Adventures business on track. Nothing is going to keep Tori Appleby from starting over right. After a career-ending personal and professional mistake, she's back to save the company she helped start. But she doesn't need Will trying for a second chance. 296 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 Item #5740188

$3.95

LOVE'S RESCUE
By Christine Johnson. Elizabeth returns home when her mother dies to transform herself into the perfect Southern belle her parents always wished her to be. But nothing goes according to plan. Elizabeth is faced with a difficult choice: perform her duty and abandon her dreams, or leave her privileged life and chase the man her father sees as a pirate. 348 pages. Revell. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 Item #2656131

$3.95

EVERY DOG HAS HIS DAY
By Jenn McKinlay. Brewery owner Zachary Gaine wants nothing to do with commitment. His bachelor lifestyle suits him just fine—until a foster kitten named Chaos makes him a reluctant hero. Now he's BFFs with the kitten's two little girls and finds himself falling for their mother, who he can't think less of him. 325 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 Item #2836793

$5.95

ONE TRUE LOVE
By Lori Copeland. Ever since the wagon train pulled into town, Copper buttled heads with wagon master Josh Redlin, and now she must depend on him for her very life. But as Copper is forced to count on others for life’s basic needs because of her injuries, she starts to surrender and let her guard down around the one gentleman who could help her mission. 244 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 Item #588828X

$4.95

BLUSH FOR ME
By Kristen Proby. Mac is determined to discover what else Katrina Meyers and he have in common besides fine wine and the inability to keep their hands off of each other. But what will it take for two stubborn people to realize that what they have is so much more than a hot chemistry between the sheets and to admit they’re falling in love? 309 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 Item #2864290

$4.95

THOUGHTFUL
By S.C. Stephens. The only place Kelvin Kyle has ever felt at home is onstage. Gripping his guitar in a darkened bar, he can forget his painful past. These days his life revolves around three things: music, his bandmates, and hot hookups. UntilКiera, the kind of girl Kelvin has no business wanting, changes everything. 545 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00 Item #2806967

$3.95

THE TRUTH ABOUT COWBOYS
By Lisa Renee Jones. When a young woman moves to Texas to write a cowboy romance, she didn’t know Jason Jenkins would tilt her world into a new dimension with his sinful smirk and his bad attitude. Every time she turns around, he’s there to reluctantly save the day. But the closer she gets to this man, the closer she gets to learning the truth about cowboys. 397 pages. Entangled. Romance. Item #3729494

$5.95

IF YOU STAY
By Courtney Cole. Twenty-four year old Pix Tate is a tattooed, rock hard bad boy with a tough attitude to match. He uses drugs and women to cope with the black void in his soul. He pretends the emptiness isn’t there and this has always worked—until he meets Mia. 335 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $12.00 Item #280901X

$3.95

MAKING MIRACLES
By Lin Stepp. Half Tahitian, Zola’s especially distinctive in the mountain town of Gatlinburg. She even stocks her gift shop with items that reflect her island heritage. When the surly photographer who owns the gallery next door starts meddling in her business, she can only hope that her nearly perfect intuition is wrong. 261 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 Item #280655X

$3.95

THE INCORRECT DUKE
By Sophie Barnes. Lady Juliette Matthews longs to be much more than just another pretty ornament in society. But using her fortune to do some good is more complicated than she anticipated. And the one gentleman who could help her mission is stubborn, handsome—and far too honorable to act on their mutual attraction. 375 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 Item #698102X

$5.95

GOLDEN URCHIN
By Madeleine Brent. Mitzi had lived with the Aboriginal tribe for as long as she could remember. But she does not look like the rest of the tribe and as she nears womanhood her oddness has made her an outcast and she must leave her people. She begins her journey towards finding her true origins, with her Aboriginal knowledge guaranteeing her survival. 375 pages. Souvenir. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95 Item #6666500

$5.95

* STONE BRIDGES
By Carla Neggers. Despite their differences, Adam and Adrienne discover they have more in common than they’d expected. They love to explore old stone walls and bridges, and she adores his dog. As summer bleeds into the gorgeous New England fall, the attraction between them grows, and they must decide where and who makes a place home. 370 pages. Mira. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 Item #2931230

$5.95

ALL THE WAY
By Kristen Proby. Finn Cavanaugh is known for being a force to reckon with in the courtroom. On the rare occasion when he has downtime from practicing law, he spends it on Martha’s Vineyard. But when his troubled niece comes to stay with him for the summer, he’s reluctant to stay in the Vineyard—until he meets his beautiful new neighbor, actress, London Watson. 278 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 Item #3998610

$4.95

THE TELEGRAPH PROPOSAL
By G. Welborn & B. Whitham. With the help of the Archer Matrimonial Company, Yancey Palmer has finally put Hale Adams, the man she’s loved for ten years behind her. Hale has also engaged the matrimonial agency and found a new match. But the Archer ladies arrive in town to reveal the true identities of both Hale’s and Yancey’s matches: each other. 325 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 Item #3776522

$5.95
UNCONDITIONALLY
By Erin Lyon. Kate has accepted a job practicing signing law, the one type of law she swore she'd never do—especially since what she thought was her very own happily ever after turned into a broken contract. And now, between one questionable ex, one player with a capital P and the guy who's kind of stolen her heart—Kate's love life is, well, complicated. 332 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

★ LONE STAR CHRISTMAS
By Delores Fossen. Callen has no intention of returning to his hometown in Texas, until a Christmas wedding and a family secret convince him he has no choice. And when he's reunited with his childhood crush, Shelby. Callen knows leaving might not be so easy this time. Will holiday fling come to an abrupt end? Or will she accept the gift on his heart? 379 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

★ WELCOME TO LAST CHANCE
By Hope Ramsay. Jane Cobizont buys a one way ticket to Last Chance, South Carolina, where she's hoping to leave her troubles behind and make a fresh start. This small town has one beauty shop, one bar, one hardware store, and the one man she's been waiting for all her life. But when her dark past follows her to Last Chance will she make a run for it? 439 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

★ THROUGH THE FIRE
By Katie Ruggles. When a killer strikes, it's a fight for Kit and Wes spend to get together in the investigation, the hotter the fire smolders, and more time. 392 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

★ WINTER ON RUTHERFORD
By Mary Jo Putney. The former cop is now the head of the Northwest project and his love for Rutherford can't be contained. 430 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

★ A VERY COWBOY CHRISTMAS
By Kim Redford. Christmas is coming up, and single mom Sydney Steele is determined to make this a holiday to remember for Wildcat Bluff County. 298 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

★ MISTLETOE IN TEXAS

★ THE BRIDE NEXT DOOR
By Hope Ramsay. Courtney Wallace loves her job as a wedding planner, but she’s almost given up on her own happily-ever-after. She certainly doesn’t expect to find it with Matthew Lyndon, the hotshot lawyer she overhears taking a bet to seduce her. She decides to play along—after all, what better way to treat him at his own game? 346 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

★ AMISH NANNY

★ BENEATH THE SUMMER SUN
By Kelly Irvin. It’s been four years since Jennie’s husband died in a farming accident. She knows it’s time to remarry, and the elders in her Amish community think it’s time to marry again for the sake of her seven children. But to really win her over, Caleb will have to convince her that he’s the one she’s been praying for. Can a cookbook full of romantic novels, and a mistletoe kissing booth persuade two scrooges to fall in love with Christmas—and each other? 419 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

★ THE TROUBLE WITH CHRISTMAS
By Amy Andrews. Rancher Joshua Grady does not love Christmas. Or company, or chubby women. Unfortunately for him, the chattiest woman ever has rented the cottage on his ranch, invited her rich parents, and now insists he play “fake rancher boyfriend” in a production of the Holiest Christmas Ever. And somehow—Suzanne gets him to agree! 416 pages. Entangled. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

★ RECKLESS IN TEXAS
By Kari Lynn Dell. Violet Jacobs is fearless inside the ring. Outside the ring she’sgot plenty of worries: her young son, her mess of a love life, and her struggling rodeo. When she hires on a hotshot bullfighter, Joe Cassidy, she never expected him to be everything a super star should be. Violet then wonders if he’s way out of her league or not? 412 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

★ CRUSH
By Joanne Kennedy. When Jinx’s motorcycle breaks down outside Holiday, Texas, she doesn’t have time for romance, yet something about the tempting loner twists his stomach up tighter than a tangle of tinsel. But convincing Jinx to stay may just take a Christmas miracle. 372 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

★ BENEATH THE SUMMER SUN
By Kelly Irvin. It’s been four years since Jennie’s husband died in a farming accident. She knows it’s time to remarry, and the elders in her Amish community think it’s time to marry again for the sake of her seven children. But to really win her over, Caleb will have to convince her that he’s the one she’s been praying for. Can a cookbook full of romantic novels, and a mistletoe kissing booth persuade two scrooges to fall in love with Christmas—and each other? 419 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

★ MY LADY DECEIVER
By Freda Lightfoot. 1905. As Rosie arrives in Cornwall as Rosalind, she finds herself increasingly trapped by her deception and the cruelty of those around her. Her only hope seems to be the enigmatic Bryce Tregowan, with whom the promise of a new life beckons. As she falls deeper into love and lies, can Rosie keep up the act, or will her secrets reveal themselves? 359 pages. Allison & Busby. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6866565</td>
<td>THE WINEMAKERS</td>
<td>Jan Moran</td>
<td>Harvest House</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
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<td>Paperbound</td>
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<td>Paperbound</td>
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<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
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<td>6906243</td>
<td>THE LAST RODEO</td>
<td>Delores Fossen</td>
<td>Avon</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6847757</td>
<td>A PLAIN MAN</td>
<td>Mary Ellis</td>
<td>Harper</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6862144</td>
<td>HOW THE COWBOY WAS WON</td>
<td>Lori Wilde</td>
<td>Harvest House</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>382618X</td>
<td>THE PRINCESSE DE CLEVES</td>
<td>Madame de Lafayette</td>
<td>Harlequin</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>382618X</td>
<td>MIRIAM'S SECRET</td>
<td>Jerry S. Eicher</td>
<td>HarperCollins</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6690610</td>
<td>THE LAVENDER HOUSE</td>
<td>Hilary Boyd</td>
<td>Sourcebooks</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6950665</td>
<td>HOW TO WRANGLE A COWBOY</td>
<td>Joanne Kennedy</td>
<td>Gallery</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2944045</td>
<td>REDEEMING GRACE/THE PRODIGAL SON</td>
<td>E. Miller &amp; J. Drexler</td>
<td>Sourcebooks</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6690610</td>
<td>THE AMISH BRIDE</td>
<td>M.S. Clark &amp; L. Gould</td>
<td>Sourcebooks</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5841299</td>
<td>SEDITION</td>
<td>Katharine Grant</td>
<td>Thomas Nelson</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>418</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
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<tr>
<td>2814722</td>
<td>HOW TO HANDLE A COWBOY</td>
<td>By Joanie Kennedy</td>
<td>Romance</td>
<td></td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6847749</td>
<td>AN ENDLESS CHRISTMAS</td>
<td>By Cynthia Ruchti</td>
<td>Romance</td>
<td></td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2875187</td>
<td>WHERE GRACE ABIDES</td>
<td>By BJ Hoff</td>
<td>Romance</td>
<td></td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2995680</td>
<td>A PLAIN LOVE SONG</td>
<td>By Kelly Irvin</td>
<td>Romance</td>
<td></td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2971267</td>
<td>PROMISES DECIDE</td>
<td>By Sarah McCarty</td>
<td>Romance</td>
<td></td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6847250</td>
<td>MOTHERING SUNDAY</td>
<td>By Graham Swift</td>
<td>Romance</td>
<td></td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2979000</td>
<td>MISSING YOUR SMILE</td>
<td>By Jerry S. Eicher</td>
<td>Romance</td>
<td></td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6958415</td>
<td>THE DIPLOMAT’S DAUGHTER</td>
<td>By Karin Tanabe</td>
<td>Romance</td>
<td></td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6953902</td>
<td>SUMMER ON THE LITTLE CORNISH ISLES</td>
<td>By Phillipa Ashley</td>
<td>Romance</td>
<td></td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2874997</td>
<td>PROMISES DECIDE</td>
<td>By Sarah McCarty</td>
<td>Romance</td>
<td></td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6958415</td>
<td>THE DIPLOMAT’S DAUGHTER</td>
<td>By Karin Tanabe</td>
<td>Romance</td>
<td></td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>686015X</td>
<td>CHRISTMAS ON THE LITTLE CORNISH ISLES</td>
<td>By Phillipa Ashley</td>
<td>Romance</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2971275</td>
<td>BAGGAGE CHECK</td>
<td>By M.J. Pullen</td>
<td>Romance</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6765785</td>
<td>THE BEGUILED</td>
<td>By Thomas Cullinan</td>
<td>Romance</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Family Saga Novels

BY INVITATION ONLY By Dorothy Benton Frank. A tale of two families, one struggling to do well, one well to do, one young couple, the privileged daughter of Chicago’s creme de la creme and the son of hardworking southern peach farmers. A funny, sharp, and deeply empathetic novel of two very different worlds. 390 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99
Item #:3806251 $6.95

MILDRED PIECE By James M. Cain. After being abandoned by her husband, a determined and ambitious woman builds a successful business to ensure the future of her pampered and selfish daughter. But Mildred is completely unprepared for the intrigues and devastating selfish daughter. But Mildred is completely business to ensure the future of her pampered and ambitious woman builds a successful 177 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00
Item #:3767744 $3.95

THE RAIN WATCHER By Tatiana de Rosnay. As the City of Light dims under relentless rain, the family has scattered but now they are carried to destinies both individual and collective, and to a heart shattering revelation. 290 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $26.95
Item #:290134X $4.95

BEFORE THE WIND By Jim Lynch. The Johanssen family for generations have spent their lives surrounded by sailboats. The family has scattered but now they are reunited for an important sailing race. All of them, together on a classic vessel, will be carried to destinies both individual and collective, and to a heart shattering revelation. 290 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $26.95
Item #:5865968 $4.95

Family Saga Novels

★ FALLEN HEARTS By V.C. Andrews. Book Three of The Casteel Family series. As Logan’s bride, Heaven, desires to learn about the love she had for so long. And free from her father’s clutches, she would live again in her backwoods town, as a respected teacher and cherished wife. But the ghosts of Heaven’s past rise up once more threatening her happiness. 406 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99
Item #:3690342 $4.95

PERFUME RIVER By Robert Olen Butler. Robert Quinlan is a 70 year old historian teaching at Florida State University, where his wife Darla is also tenured. Their marriage now bears the fructures of time, and the divisions in Robert’s family are more apparent. He has no relationship with his brother Jimmy who became estranged from the family as the Vietnam War intensified. 273 pages. Grove. Pub. at $16.00
Item #:2847736 $4.95

START WITHOUT ME By Joshua Max Feldman. Adam is a former musician and recovering alcoholic who is home for Thanksgiving for the first time in many years. Marissa is a flight attendant whose marriage is strained. In an airport restaurant on Thanksgiving morning, Adam and Marissa meet. Over the course of this day, these two strangers form an unlikely bond. 276 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99
Item #:5890216 $4.95

Coming-Of-Age Novels

Before the Wind

BEFORE THE WIND By Jim Lynch. The Johanssen family for generations have spent their lives surrounded by sailboats. The family has scattered but now they are reunited for an important sailing race. All of them, together on a classic vessel, will be carried to destinies both individual and collective, and to a heart shattering revelation. 290 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $26.95
Item #:5865968 $4.95

Family Saga Novels

★ FALLEN HEARTS By V.C. Andrews. Book Three of The Casteel Family series. As Logan’s bride, Heaven, desires to learn about the love she had for so long. And free from her father’s clutches, she would live again in her backwoods town, as a respected teacher and cherished wife. But the ghosts of Heaven’s past rise up once more threatening her happiness. 406 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99
Item #:3690342 $4.95

PERFUME RIVER By Robert Olen Butler. Robert Quinlan is a 70 year old historian teaching at Florida State University, where his wife Darla is also tenured. Their marriage now bears the fructures of time, and the divisions in Robert’s family are more apparent. He has no relationship with his brother Jimmy who became estranged from the family as the Vietnam War intensified. 273 pages. Grove. Pub. at $16.00
Item #:2847736 $4.95

START WITHOUT ME By Joshua Max Feldman. Adam is a former musician and recovering alcoholic who is home for Thanksgiving for the first time in many years. Marissa is a flight attendant whose marriage is strained. In an airport restaurant on Thanksgiving morning, Adam and Marissa meet. Over the course of this day, these two strangers form an unlikely bond. 276 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99
Item #:5890216 $4.95

Coming-Of-Age Novels

FRIDAYS AT ENRICO’S By Don Carpenter with J. Lethem. The story of four writers living in Northern California and Portland during the early, heady days of the Beat scene—a time of youth and opportunity. 325 pages. Counterpoint. Pub. at $25.00
Item #:629881 $5.95

THE TWELVE LIVES OF SAMUEL HAWLEY By Hannah Tinti. Samuel isn’t like the other fathers in Olympus, Massachusetts. A loner who spent years living on the run, he raised his beloved daughter, Loo on the road. Now that Loo’s a teenager, Samuel wants only to give her a normal life. But growing more and more curious about the mother she never knew, Loo begins to investigate. 370 pages. Dial. Pub. at $27.00
Item #:290134X $4.95

Comedy & Farce in Fiction

CAT FLAP By Alan S. Cowell. When Dolores, a successful business executive, travels overseas, part of her remains mysteriously behind in X, the family’s indoor cat. Through feline eyes Dolores witnesses the shocking behavior of her errant husband, while the human Dolores is conducting high-powered negotiations in Germany. 227 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $24.99
Item #:3829138 $4.95

A CHANGE OF HEART By Philip Gulley. Pastor Sam Gardner celebrates five years at Harmony Friends Meeting and the whole town is abuzz as Deena Morrison marries the town’s most eligible bachelor, Dale Hinshaw. Hopes on the brink of death, and Amanda Hodge must face the return of her prodigal biological parents. 248 pages. HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95
Item #:2959036 $3.95

THE DIARY OF A NOBODY By George & Weedon Grossmith. Proud to be ensconced with his wife Carrie in the desirable London suburb of Holloway, bank clerk Charles Pooter decides to keep a diary. Mr. Pooter considers, mistakenly, that all aspects of his life are worthy of note. This comic masterpiece has been hugely influential since first published in 1892. This collector’s edition includes gilt-edged pages and a silk ribbon bookmark. 210 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99
Item #:592104X $9.95

THE END By Fernanda Torres. Five macho friends in Rio’s Copacabana reflect on their hedonistic glory days, now supplanted by the indignities of aging, in what turn out to be their final moments. 253 pages. Restless. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99
Item #:5867791 $4.95

BEFRANKWITHME By Julia Claiborne Johnson. Mimi, a reclusive literary legend who hasn’t been seen or heard from lately, is sent Alice by her publisher as an editorial assistant. But Alice, who thinks she’ll be typing up pages and delivering cups of coffee, is instead in charge of Mimi’s nine year old, genius son, who’s about to give Alice the education of her life. 295 pages. Morrow. Paper bound. Pub. at $15.99
Item #:2864193 $4.95

PRETTY UGLY By Keriker Butker. After eight years, Miranda has become the ultimate stage mother. Her mission in life is to see that her nine-year-old daughter Bailey continues to be one of the most successful child pageant contestants in the southern U.S. Lately however that mission has become increasingly difficult. But Miranda has a plan. 294 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99
Item #:2913690 $9.95

THE END By Fernanda Torres. Five macho friends in Rio’s Copacabana reflect on their hedonistic glory days, now supplanted by the indignities of aging, in what turn out to be their final moments. 253 pages. Restless. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99
Item #:5867791 $4.95

WALLOCK By Jim Harrison. Johnny Lundgren, a.k.a. Warlock, is an unemployed foundation executive who gets hired by a crazy but genius doctor as a trouble-shooter, where he’s tasked with everything from battling poachers in the haunted wilderness of northern Michigan to investigating his employer’s wife and son in the seamy underside of Key West. 279 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00
Item #:2913690 $9.95
**Historical Fiction**

**MUCH ADO ABOUT LEWRIE** By Dewey Lambdin. Royal Navy Captain Alan Lewrie is riding high in his command in the Mediterranean, overcoming treachery and ruses to batter the French—then suddenly he isn’t. His ship is called home to refit, and Admiralty appoints a new man to replace him. Civilian life can be pleasant, but it turns out to be much fuller than Lewrie had planned! 320 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 Item #3846164 $5.95

**WHEN WINTER COMES** By V.A. Shannon. In the years since the infamous Donner Party tragedy, other survivors have sold their accounts for notoriety and money, lurid tales often filled with half-truths or blatant, gory lies. Now, Mrs. Klein must decide whether to keep those bitter memories secret, or risk destroying the life she has endured so much to build. 344 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 Item #3775070 $3.95

**LIBERATION** By Imogen Kealey. To the Allies, Nancy Wake was a fearless freedom fighter, a Special Operations legend, a woman ahead of her time. To the Gestapo, she was a ghost, a shadow, the most wanted person in the world. This story brings to life one of World War II’s most fascinating unsung heroines in all her fierce power and complexity. 372 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $27.00 Item #3908690 $19.95

**THE ROAD TO JERUSALEM** By Jan Guillou. Born in 1150 to a noble Swedish family, young Arn Magnusson is called upon to fulfill his destiny. When the murder of a king engulfs Western Gotaland into a whirlwind of intrigue and ruthless power plays, headstrong and naive Arn is forced to leave the woman he loves behind and take up arms to battle the brotherhood, and how far one is willing to go by someone bent on revenge. A tale of duty through Jin and Song territory in search of the Inuit to the Danish church. When he arrives to the town of Sukkertoppen it’s simmering with the threat of dissent, as natives unify to reject Danish rule. As Falk becomes involved with those in his care, his faith and reputation are compromised. 562 pages. Lighthouse. Pub. at $29.95 Item #2801817 $4.95

**THE GHOSTS OF SHERWOOD** By Carrie Vaughn. Novella. Robin of Locksley and his one true love, Marian, are married. It has been close on two decades since they beat the Sheriff of Nottingham with the help of a diverse band of talented friends. There is a truce—but when the Locksley children are stolen, Robin and Marian are going to need the help of everyone they’ve ever known. 104 pages. Allison & Busby. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99 Item #3927598 $9.95

**COUNTRY DARK** By Chris Offutt. At the end of the Korean War, Tucker returns home to Kentucky and ends up working for one of the state’s most notorious bootleggers. He finds and rescues young Rhonda, and they quickly fall in love and build a life together. When Tucker’s family is threatened, he is pushed into violence—which changes everything. 231 pages. Grove. Pub. at $24.00 Item #3829286 $5.95

**THE SPORT OF KINGS** By C.E. Morgan. Hellsmouth, an indomitable thoroughbred filly, runs for the glory of the Forge family, one of Kentucky’s most powerful dynasties. But when Allorn Maughniness, an ambitious young black man, comes to work on their farm, the violence of the Forge’s history is brought starkly into view in this spiraling tale of wealth and poverty, racism and rage. 545 pages. 4th Estate. Item #6931383 $6.95

**A LIGHT ON THE HILL** By Connilyn Cossette. Though Israel has found relative peace, Moriyah becomes involved with those in his care, his faith and reputation are compromised. 328 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99 Item #3829286 $4.95

**THE CONVICTIONS OF JOHN DELAHUNT** By Andrew Hughes, Dublin, 1841. Set amidst the taverns, tenements, courtrooms, and alleyways, this is the tragic tale of a man who betrays his family, his friends, his society and, ultimately, himself as he tells his story, while whispers, hangman’s noose. 349 pages. Pegasus. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 Item #3833429 $4.95

**THE PROPHETS OF ETERNAL FJORD** By Kim Leine. Morten Falck is a newly ordained priest sailing to Greenland in 1767 to convert the Inuit to the Danish church. When he arrives to the town of Sukkertoppen it’s simmering with the threat of dissent, as natives unify to reject Danish rule. As Falk becomes involved with those in his care, his faith and reputation are compromised. 209 pages. Scribner. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 Item #3727122 $4.95

**THE BIRTHRIGHT** By I.D. Roberts. 1914. While the countryCode is under attack, the Locusts have invaded the island, killing everyone they encountered. Now, a determined man and his loyal companions must fight to uphold the traditions and beliefs that have sustained them for generations. 323 pages. Bethany House. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 Item #6941558 $9.95

**BLACKGANG 1835: Smuggling, Wrecks and Revenue in the Isle of Wight** By Keith Dyer. In 1835 the Isle was poor and hungry, depending on smuggling and wrecking to survive. The competition between the islanders and the Revenue was intense. This is the story of two rivals, a fisherman and a coastguard officer. Based on real people, the story is set against the background of Chale G2 Rights. Paperback. 328 pages. Bay. Pub. at $12.95 Item #692364X $29.95

**WHERE THE LIGHT FALLS** By Allison & Owen Pataki. As chaos threatens to undo the progress of the French Revolution and the demand for justice breeds instability and paranoia, the lives of patriots Jean-Luc, an idealistic young lawyer; Andres, the son of a denounced nobleman; and Sophie, a young aristocratic widow, find themselves in a world where survival seems increasingly less likely. 368 pages. Dial. Pub. at $26.00 Item #2901420 $3.95

**OLLIE MISS** By George Wylie Henderson. Men are paralyzed in the presence of Ollie Miss, stunned by her vivid sensuality. Combining beauty, strength, composure, and self-sufficiency, she emerges from nowhere to take an all-black backwoods settlement in Macon County, Georgia, by storm. A republication of the edition originally published in 1935. 276 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 Item #6941558 $9.95

**IN LIBERTY’S NAME** By Eva Augustin Rump. Paris, 1792. Inspired by a true story, this historical epic follows the belated romance of Jean Baptiste Aubert and Marie Josephine Saunier. Together they seek respite from the violence of revolutions and rebellions, fleeing from Paris to Saint-Domingue to Cuba to the new American city of New Orleans. 213 pages. Knox Robinson. Pub. at $27.99 Item #6746780 $4.95

**A LIGHT ON THE HILL** By Connilyn Cossette. Though Israel has found relative peace, Moriyah becomes involved with those in his care, his faith and reputation are compromised. 328 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99 Item #3829286 $4.95

**The Inheritance Game** By A.J. Groth. A game of life or death, love and duty, as two brothers must choose between their own desires and the fate of their family. 377 pages. LCF Publishing. Pub. at $25.99 Item #389898 $12.95

**A BOND UNDONE** By Jin Yong. Guo Jing and his sweetheart, Lotus Huang, journey through Jin and Song territory in search of answers about his past, while being hunted by someone bent on revenge. A tale of duty and justice, love and honor, treachery and brotherhood, and how far one is willing to go for their bonds. The sequel to A Hero Born. 527 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 Item #3889988 $12.95
HISTORICAL FICTION

**Casanova** By Andrew Miller. In 1763, the famed Venetian seducer Giacomo Casanova arrives in England intent on a respite from his restless travels and liaisons, but cannot long resist the lure of company or a pretty face. This time, though, it is he who falls in love, and with an elusive quarry. 308 pages. Sceptre. Paperbound. Item #387295X $5.95

**Journey of the Dead/The Undertaker's Wife** By Loren D. Estleman. One volume collects a pair unconventional tales of the Old West. Journey of the Dead brings together a haunted gunslinger and a Spanish alchemist for a searching tale of unanswered questions. In The Undertaker's Wife, an undertaker is called to disguise the suicide of a famous financier to prevent economic panic. 457 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 Item #3758109 $3.95

**Capé Hell/ the Book of Murdock** By Loren D. Estleman. Novels. In Capé Hell, U.S. Deputy Marshal Page Murdock is ordered to Capé Hell, Mexico, to verify a report that former Confederate Captain Childress is raising an army in order to rekindle the Civil War. In The Book of Murdock, Page dons a clerical collar to worm his way into the confidences of the wary residents of Owen, Texas, in order to stop a gang of bandits. 537 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 Item #375815X $3.95

**Noose** By Eric Red. Joe Noone is as honest as a bounty hunters come. Which isn’t saying much—considering his colleagues framed him with a murder they committed. Now they want to hunt down Joe to collect the bounty on his head. There’s just one problem: he thinks it’s his bounty. It’s his reward—and their funeral. 345 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.00 Item #375708X $3.95

**The War NerD Iliad** By John Dolan. The author revises the original intention of The Iliad, and presents it as wild campfire stories and presents it as wild campfire stories. 242 pages. Europa. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 Item #6720315 $7.95

**Girl Runner** By Carrie Snyder. As a young runner, Aganetha Smart defied everyone’s expectations to win a gold medal for Canada in the 1928 Olympics. Now in a nursing home, the trail centenarian is asked by two young strangers for an interview for their documentary. But as the pieces of her life come together, it becomes clear she cannot out run the betrayal and secrets in her family’s past. 273 pages. Harper. Pub. at $26.99 Item #5807034 $4.95

**The Mustangs** By Andrew J. Fenady. Three-time rodeo champion Ben Smith has agreed to show little Jimmy the ropes of ranching, the rewards of hard work, and the awe-inspiring beauty of the wild mustangs herding runs free. But when they learn the horses are being rounded up for the slaughterhouse, the rawhide cowboy and the skinny greenhorn strike back to save the mustangs. 346 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 Item #2997282 $5.95

**Destiny Made Them Brothers** By Andrew J. Fenady. They met on the battlefields of Vicksburg. General Ulysses S. Grant, George Armstrong Custer, and the Rebel Johnny Yuma. Three men united by fate in a nation divided by war, they were dedicated to freedom, driven to extremes, and destined for greatness. The story of these heroic men and the epic fight for America. 550 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 Item #3692884 $9.95

**Quarter to Midnight** By Ned Oaks. Everyone assumed Steve Karner was dead. But then the men who had tried to kill him started dying, one by one, and it soon became apparent that Karner was not only alive, but riding a vengeance trail that wouldn’t end until he had found the mastermind behind his attempted murder. 157 pages. Crowood. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 Item #3692884 $5.95

**Cheyenne Cowboy** By Max Gunn. Gat Hammer, a young cowboy, plans to use his savings to buy a ranch. When the bank is robbed by outlaw Emmett Holt and his gang, Hammer realizes that his savings have also been stolen. But after his friend is gunned down in the shadows, Hammer gets rid and rides into action with guns blazing. 160 pages. Hale. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 Item #2936823 $9.95

**MarsH Al of the Barren Plains** By I.J. Panham. When Marshal Rattigan was called to stop Jasper Minx raiding the town bank, the angry townsfolk forced him to leave Ash Valley in disgrace. Rattigan went west in pursuit of Jasper to right his mistake, but he will need to rediscover his tamished instincts as a lawman if he is ever to bring his nemesis to justice. 160 pages. Robert Hale. Pub. at $12.95 Item #2977009 $9.95

**Fury at Bent Fork** By B.S. Dunn. It has become known as the Stone Creek Valley war, and for a time the land ran red with the blood of innocents and killers alike. In the midst of it all stands a young man, Chad Hunter, against the murderous bunch called the Committee, trying to halt their takeover of his once peaceful home. It may just be a war that Hunter can’t win. 160 pages. Robert Hale. Pub. at $12.95 Item #3876442 $9.95

**Great American Cowboy Stories** Ed. by Michael McCoy. Collects eighteen of the finest fictional works and true narratives about life on the range—each of which has stood the test of time. Authors include Zane Grey, Theodore Roosevelt, Frederic Remington, F.R. Buckley, Emerson Hough, and more. 279 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 Item #377298X $11.95

**Fortress Iron Eyes** By Rory Black. Tracking outlaws into a deadly desert, the notorious bounty hunter Iron Eyes is closing in. Yet the his palomino is starting to suffer. Iron Eyes knows the horse needs water badly. Needing to stop his relentless hunt for the outlaws, his eyes spot a towering fortress and Iron Eyes presses on. 160 pages. Hale. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 Item #2936852 $5.95
### Westerns & Cowboy Stories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher &amp; Format</th>
<th>Original Price</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Shootist</td>
<td>Glen Holden Swarforth</td>
<td>John Bernard Books. A gunfighter at the turn of the 1930s century must confront the greatest Shootist of all. Death</td>
<td>$11.99</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dead Man's Eyes</td>
<td>Derek Rutherford</td>
<td>When a series of violent murders terrify the people of Parker's Crossing, is it to ex-convict Junk Jackson they turn. But can Jackson find the courage to take on the killers? Who is responsible?</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td>$9.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gone West</td>
<td>Paul Bedford</td>
<td>By Paul Bedford. Lee Madden joins a westward bound wagon train to protect the settlers from Indian attacks on their journey to Oregon. But Lee's past catches up with him in the brutal shape of Deacon Swan out to avenge the killing of his brother. But when Lee finds himself attracted to Martha, can their relationship survive both Swan and the Sioux assaults?</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td>$9.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armstrong</td>
<td>H.W. Crocker Ill</td>
<td>To clear his name from the ignominy of his last stand, Cranston comes across evil-doings in the mysterious town of Bloody Gulch, which a ruthless Indian trader runs as his own personal fiefdom, with rumors of murder, slavery, and other unspeakable deeds.</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td>$9.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riding the Line</td>
<td>Will DuRay</td>
<td>The fire up between Zeb Walters of the Red Hammer ranch and Broken Arrow's top hand, Jim Braddock is brief and unexpected. It is several weeks, however, before Jim and Zeb meet again, on the banks of a creek that forms the boundary between the two ranches. The outcome leads to death and violence and a noise around Jim Braddock's neck.</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td>$9.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Military Fiction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher &amp; Format</th>
<th>Original Price</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Days Without End</td>
<td>Sebastian Barry</td>
<td>Barely 17 and having fled the Great Famine, Thomas McAloney signs up for the U.S. Army in a desperate bid to save himself. Thomas goes on to fight in the Indian Wars—against the Sioux and the Yurok—and, ultimately, the Civil War.</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lords of an Empty Land</td>
<td>Randy Denmon</td>
<td>Red River Valley, 1869. Hundreds of ex-Confederate soldiers have emerged from the piney hills and mosquito infested swamps of the Louisiana back-country in a final, bloody show of defiance.</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wartime for the District Nurses</td>
<td>Annie Groves</td>
<td>As rationing takes hold and Hitler's bombers train their sights on London, the reality of war hits home for district nurses Alice Lake and her friend Edith. The girls find themselves caught up in the terrible aftermath, their nursing skills desperately needed. With the men away fighting, everyone is counting on the nurses to keep up the spirit of the Blitz.</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Historical Fiction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher &amp; Format</th>
<th>Original Price</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Race for Paris</td>
<td>Meg Waite Clayton</td>
<td>Normandy, June 29, 1944. Reluctantly accompanied by Fletcher, a male British military reporter, Jane, a young single journalist wanting to make a name for herself and live a photography career, joins the same ambition, chase their story through the gunfire, carnage, and death scarring the French countryside.</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Frozen Hours</td>
<td>Jeff Shaara</td>
<td>LARGE PRINT EDITION. June 1950. When North Korea invades South Korea, the U.S. mobilizes to send in troops to defend the over-matched South Korean troops, and together they drive the North Koreans back to their border with China. But by November, the U.S. is caught completely off guard by the advancing Chinese Army.</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Non-Fiction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher &amp; Format</th>
<th>Original Price</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Good at Heart</td>
<td>Ursula Wernher</td>
<td>At the outbreak of WWII, Edith and Oskar Bernhardt move their family out of Berlin and into a small house in the pretty town of Blumenthal near Switzerland. Oskar, a member of Hitler's cabinet, is gone most of the time. Their daughter Marina, joins a Protestant minister smuggling Jewish refugees over the border—putting the family in jeopardy.</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Military Fiction

**NOT ALL BASTARDS ARE FROM VIENNA**
By Andrea Molesini. In the autumn of 1917, a small town near Venice is invaded by Austrian soldiers as they advance into Northern Italy. When the Spada family villa is commandeered by the occupying army, the household becomes a bastion of resistance. 348 pages. Grove. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

- **Item #** 3754391
- **Price** $4.95

**THE SPADA FAMILY**
By Richard Hall. It is 1917 and M. Spada, the patriarch of the Spada family, must flee Italy for his own safety. The advance of the Austrians into Italy has forced him to leave his beloved country. 256 pages. Noonday. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

- **Item #** 2233716
- **Price** $4.95

**THE THIRTY-ONE KINGS**
By Robert J. Harris. June, 1940. As German troops pour across France, the veteran soldier, Richard Hannay, is called back into duty. On a hazardous journey across the battlefields of France, Hannay is joined by old friends and new allies as he confronts a ruthless foe who will stop at nothing to destroy him. 212 pages. Pegasus. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

- **Item #** 3812723
- **Price** $11.95

**COUNTRY ROAD, A TREE**
By Jo Baker. A young unknown writer, Samuel Beckett, recently arrived from Ireland to make his mark in Paris. Soon he will put himself and his lover in mortal danger by joining the Resistance. Through it all we are witness to the workings of an uniquely brilliant mind struggling to create a language that will express this shattered world. 289 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $26.95

- **Item #** 2981785
- **Price** $9.95

### Fictional Biographies

**AMERICAN DUCHESS**
By Karen Harper. Bullied into the wedding by her mother, Consuelo Vanderbilt was married to the aloof 9th Duke of Marlborough. From the onset, her marriage was a sham. This riveting tale of Consuelo Vanderbilt's life, becomes a bastion of resistance. 348 pages. Grove. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

- **Item #** 3873708
- **Price** $4.95

**THE MIRACLE GIRL**
By Andrew Roe. Crowds gather on Shaker Street to see eight-year-old Annabelle Vincent, who lies in a coma-like state, unable to move or speak. They go because a visitor experienced what seemed like a miracle and believed it happened because of Annabelle. This is Annabelle’s story told through the eyes of her mother. 324 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $24.95

- **Item #** 6722660
- **Price** $3.95

**ELIZABETH OF BOHEMIA**
By David Elias. When King James I offers Prince Frederick his sixteen-year-old daughter Elizabeth’s hand, she turns a daughter’s duty into a wife’s ambition. Soon Elizabeth encourages Frederic to take over the royal duties in Prague, and in the process she becomes Queen of Bohemia. But the reign is brief and Frederic, Elizabeth and the children are exiled to The Hague. 356 pages. ECW Press. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

- **Item #** 3750248
- **Price** $6.95

**THE CASE OF THE VORACIOUS VINTER**
By Tara Lain. Where Bo comes from, gay men are just confirmed bachelors who never found the right girl. A successful winemaker in California now, Bo is attracted to his neighbor Jeremy, whose vineyard is under threat from Ernest Ottersen. When Ernest is found dead in Jeremy’s tasting room, Bo provides a phony alibi—but it’s clear Jeremy isn’t who he claims. 375 pages. Dreamspinner. Paperback.

- **Item #** 29714730
- **Price** $4.95

### Gay & Lesbian Fiction

**A DEEPER BLUE**
By S.E. Harmon. A year ago, Kelly Cannon couldn’t imagine he’d end up with his former straight best friend. It’s hard to believe he can finally kiss Blue anytime she wants—as long as they’re in private. And there’s the rub. Blue has to find enough courage to face the music and hope they’ll survive the fallout. 335 pages. Dreamspinner. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

- **Item #** 3728498
- **Price** $7.95

**PAINT IT BLACK**
By Amy Lane. Cheever Sanders can’t wait to make a name for himself where nobody expects him to fill his famous brother’s shoes. Blake Manning has been one of the best, and he wants–as long as they’re in private. And he hopes they’ll survive the fallout. 440 pages. Dreamspinner. Paperback.

- **Item #** 371631X
- **Price** $5.95

**SPEAK NO EVIL**
By Uzodinma Iweala. On the surface, Niru leads a charmed life, raised by two attentive parents in Washington, D.C. and a top student bound for Harvard. But Niru has a painful secret: he is gay—an abominable sin to his conservative Nigerian parents. When his father discovers his secret, the fall-out is brutal and swift. 214 pages. Harper. Pub. at $26.99

- **Item #** 3788342
- **Price** $4.95

### Horror Novels

**YESTERNIGHT**

- **Item #** 2778785
- **Price** $9.95

**THE DARKEST LULLABY**
By Jonathan Janz. Lilith Martin, has been part of an unholy cult filled with blood, sex, and sacrifices. Then Lilith died and now Lilith’s nephew Chris and his wife Ellie are moving into her old house. But Lilith has plans for them. Her power is unimaginable and Lilith will need innocent blood to make her resurrection complete. 293 pages. Flame Tree. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

- **Item #** 371344X
- **Price** $5.95

**THE HAUNTING OF HENDERSON CLOSE**
By Catherine Cavendish. In 1891, Edinburgh’s Henderson Close is a seething mass of crime. In the present day, it’s a major tourist attraction. But when one of the tour guides goes missing, it turns out this is no simple disappearance. Evil is all around, and the key to Henderson Close’s unraveling, lies in a murder committed in 1891. 229 pages. Flame Tree. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

- **Item #** 2793425
- **Price** $5.95

**THE SORROWS**
By Jonathan Janz. Ben and Eddie are two hot young music composers that get an opportunity to stay at a castle for a month. But what they find is more horrific than any movie. Something is waiting for them in the castle—a malevolent being that has been trapped for almost a century, and he is ready to feed. 277 pages. Flame Tree. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

- **Item #** 2855062
- **Price** $11.95

**THE SIREN AND THE SPEC TER**
By Jonathan Janz. When David Caine, a celebrated skeptic of the supernatural, is invited by an old friend to spend a month in the most haunted house in Virginia, he believes the case will be like any other. But Alexander House is different, and the house is plagued by the shadows of his past. 292 pages. Flame Tree. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

- **Item #** 2787875
- **Price** $9.95

**THE DARKEST LULLABY**
By Jonathan Janz. Lilith Martin, has been part of an unholy cult filled with blood, sex, and sacrifices. Then Lilith died and now Lilith’s nephew Chris and his wife Ellie are moving into her old house. But Lilith has plans for them. Her power is unimaginable and Lilith will need innocent blood to make her resurrection complete. 293 pages. Flame Tree. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

- **Item #** 371344X
- **Price** $5.95

**THE SORROWS**
By Jonathan Janz. Ben and Eddie are two hot young music composers that get an opportunity to stay at a castle for a month. But what they find is more horrific than any movie. Something is waiting for them in the castle—a malevolent being that has been trapped for almost a century, and he is ready to feed. 277 pages. Flame Tree. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

- **Item #** 2855062
- **Price** $11.95
Ghost & Horror Story Collections

- NIGHT-GAUNTS AND OTHER TALES OF SUSPENSE by Joyce Carol Oates. In these six gorgeously eerie stories, the author explores the deepest entwining of lust and reputation, and creation and dissolution. The stories in this collection include: The Woman in the Window; The Long-Legged Girl; Sign of the Beast; The Experimental Subject; Walking Wounded; and Night-Gaunts. 335 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

Item #5965273 $11.95

Fantasy Novels & Story Collections

- PLAGUE WORLD by Dana Fredstil. San Francisco has been overrun, and the zombie plague has gone airborne, spreading across the globe at an incredible pace. Wherever people travel, the virus is there, leaving swaths of bloody devastation. Zombie hunter Ashley Parker faces trials she could never have imagined—for the zombie plague was planned by unknown enemies who hide in the shadows. 311 pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

Item #384708 $5.95

- THE THREE SECRET CITIES by Matthew Reilly. When Jack West Jr. won the Great Games, he threw the four legendary kingdoms into turmoil. Now these dark forces are coming after Jack in ruthless fashion. With the end of all things rapidly approaching, Jack must find the Three Secret Cities, three incredible lost cities of legend. 436 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $26.99

Item #3752100 $5.95

- THE TRAVELER by David L. Golemon. Colonel Jack Collins has summoned the best of the secretive organization in the future selves. 341 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $27.95

Item #381646X $12.95

- THE CURSE OF JACOB TRACY by Zecharia Sitchin. While visiting a Gilgamesh exhibit in Britain, young Astra meets a handsome stranger who reveals that she is a descendant of the goddess Ishtar. This mysterious man is a modern day Gilgamesh, seeking the eternal life that Ishtar denied him long ago. 250 pages. Bear & Company. Pub. at $24.00

Item #383464X $9.95

- NORMA by Sofi Oksanen. Norma has supernatural hair, sensitive to the slightest changes in her mood and the moods of those around her. And it is her hair that alerts her that her mother may not have taken her own life. As Norma begins to solve the mystery of her mother’s death, she realizes her mother knew more about her hair’s powers than she let on. 346 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $26.95

Item #3776662 $4.95

- CREATURES OF WANT & RUIN by Molly Tanzer. Ellie West fishes by day and books moonshine by night. It’s dangerous work under Prohibition, but Ellie’s brother needs money to go to college, and Ellie’s desperate to see him. But when she sells some booze she acquired under unusual circumstances, it leads to the possibility of terrible destruction, and she’ll do whatever it takes to ensure it doesn’t happen. 348 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

Item #3747710 $4.95

- FOR THE WINNER by Emily Hauser. When the king of Pagasae left his infant daughter on the slopes of a mountain to die, he believed he would never see her again. But Atalanta, against the will of the gods and the dictates of the Fates, survived—and went on to bring to life one of the greatest legends of all of ancient Greece. 349 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95

Item #3915376 $4.95

- WELCOME TO THE PINE AWAY MOTEL AND CABINS by Katarina Bivald. After the funeral is over, her body is buried, and the last caserole dish is empty, Henry is still around. He’s not sure why, but she realizes he has one last opportunity to help her friends discover the happiness they once knew before they lose the Pine Away Motel and Cabins they’ve cherished for years. 438 pages. Tor. Pub. at $27.97

Item #376438X $9.95

- THE BLOODPRINT by Ausma Zehanat Khan. There are those who seek to stop the oppressive spread of the Taliban. A resistance formed of the Companions of Hira—a group of rebels versed in the power of ancient scripture, a magic known as the Claim—they believe they have discovered the key to destroying the One-Eyed Preacher. 437 pages. HarperCollins.

Item #3703584 $3.95

- THE KING WHO REFUSED TO DIE: THE Anumniaki and the Search for Immortality by Zecharia Sitchin. While visiting a Gilgamesh exhibit in Britain, young Astra meets a handsome stranger who reveals that she is a descendant of the goddess Ishtar. This mysterious man is a modern day Gilgamesh, seeking the eternal life that Ishtar denied him long ago. 250 pages. Bear & Company. Pub. at $24.00

Item #383464X $9.95

- TOLD AGAIN: Old Tales Told Again by Walter de la Mare. An enchanting collection of nineteen elegant fairy tales, re-told and showcasing the formidable talents of one of the most celebrated writers of children’s literature during the first half of the twentieth century. Read Told Again with bawdy wit, sparkling intrigue, and a hint of magic. 487 pages. Harper. Pub. at $28.99

Item #3815447 $4.95

- MYSTIC DRAGON by Jason Denzel. Seven years have passed since Lowborn Pomella and AnDane became an unlikely Mystic’s apprentice. Shevia will challenge Pomella in every possible way, from her mastery of the Myst to her emotional connection with the Pomella’s own friends. 480 pages. Tor. Pub. at $27.97

Item #3836371 $5.95

- FOR THE WINNER by Emily Hauser. When the king of Pagasae left his infant daughter on the slopes of a mountain to die, he believed he would never see her again. But Atalanta, against the will of the gods and the dictates of the Fates, survived—and went on to bring to life one of the greatest legends of all of ancient Greece. 349 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95

Item #3915376 $4.95

- THE CURSE OF JACOB TRACY by Holly Messinger. Ever since Antietam, when he lay delirious among the dead and dying, Jacob Tracy has been haunted by the country’s restless spirits. The curse cost him his family, his calling to the church, and damned near his sanity. And now Miss Fairweather suggests she might be able to help him with his curse—in exchange for a few psychic jobs. 300 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $25.99

Item #3747299 $4.95
### Fantasy Novels & Story Collections

**BURN** by Julianna Baggott. The conclusion to the trilogy that began with Aria. With his father now dead, Partridge assumes leadership of the Dome, one of the last few refuges from the ravaged outside world. He is intent on repairing the damage his father wrought, but things are far more complex and potentially dangerous than he could ever have imagined. 420 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $26.00.

**DEVIL'S DUE** by Taylor Anderson. Captain Matt Reddy and the crew of the USS Walker have been fighting for their lives ever since their ship was swept from the Pacific to another world and they became embroiled in a deadly conflict between their Lemurian allies and the ravenging Grik. 505 pages. Ace. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99.

**EUROPA STRIKE** by Ian Douglas. Book three of The Heritage Trilogy. It is called “The Singer” for the eerie tone it emits. An artificial intelligence built eons ago, it may ultimately solve the mystery of the vanished alien races responsible for the birth and development of humanity, 421 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99.

**ARABELLA THE TRAITOR OF MARS** by David D. Levine. At a last husband and wife, Arabella and Captain Singh seem to have earned the attention of great men, ones who have new uses in the Mars Company captain and his wife. Both Company and Crown have decided that it’s time to bring Mars into the folds of Empire, and they think Singh is the perfect man to do it. 334 pages. Tor. Pub. at $26.99.


**ARCHANGEL** by Margaret Fortune. Book two of the Spectre War. With all the signs pointing to a massive Spectre attack brooding on the horizon, the creation of a new weapons system yields an opportunity to end the threat once and for all. As the days count down toward its launch, Michael Sorenson must hunt down the saboteur—before the saboteur kills again. 461 pages. Daw Books. Pub. at $25.00.

### Science Fiction

**THE MASSACRE OF MANKIND** by Stephen Baxter. It’s been fourteen years since the Martian invasion and humanity has moved on, always watching the skies but confident that they know how to defeat the alien menace. But when the Martians attack again, journalist J ulie Elphinstone, thrust into the new worldwide invasion, struggles to survive the war and report on it—because the massacre of mankind has begun. 486 pages. Gollancz. Pap erbound. Pub. at $27.00.

**TIME AFTER TIME** by Karl Alexander. When H.G. Wells shows his friend his fantastic time machine, he never suspects that his friend Leslie John Stephenson is in truth Jack the Ripper. Stephenson steals the machine and flees into the future, 1979 San Francisco. Knowing that he was responsible for the infamous murderer’s escape, Wells pursues the Ripper into the future. 355 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99.

**GATEWAY: SF Masterworks** by Frederik Pohl. Gateway: an artificial spaceport, full of working interstellar ships left behind by the mysterious, vanished Heechee. They are easy to operate, but impossible to control. But in this resource-starved future there is no shortage of desperate volunteers. 280 pages. Gollancz. Paperbound.

**THE HERITAGE TRILOGY** by David D. Levine. It is called “The Singer” for the eerie tone it emits. An artificial intelligence built eons ago, it may ultimately solve the mystery of the vanished alien races responsible for the birth and development of humanity, 421 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99.

### Graphic Novels & Comics

**FLASHPOINT: The World of Flashpoint** by Brian Azzarello et al. Flashpoint has changed the DC Universe, and nothing is as it was before. Now, Batman is Thomas Wayne, driven by the death of his son Bruce to punish criminals. Collects Flashpoint: Batman—Knight of Vengeance #1-3, Flashpoint: Deadman and the Fying Grayskins #1-3, Flashpoint: Deathstroke and the Curse of the Ravager #1-3, and Flashpoint: Secret Seven.

**FREEZING, VOLS. 21-22** by Dall-Young Lim. Kaiya stands in the face—and lived. The disastrous 12th Nova Clash ended only with the emergence of the Legendary Pandora, warriors of unfathomable power. Now, everyone who saw them is being kept hidden away against their will. The time has come to learn the truth behind the Aoi family name. Adults only. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99.

**SUPERWOMAN, VOL. 1: Who Killed Superwoman?** by Phil Jimenez. Lois Lane has inherited the Man of Steel’s powers and leaps into action as Superwoman! But is the other Superwoman defending Metropolis? And when one Superwoman dies in battle, how will the survivor handle the awesome responsibility on her own? Collects issues #1-7.

**FREEZING, VOLS. 19-20** by Dall-Young Lim. Faced with the overwhelming strength of the humanoid Nova, the Pandora and their Valkyrie allies are locked in a seemingly unwinnable battle. With casualties mounting, Saltztorf’s new powers might not be enough to turn the tide. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99.

**UNDER THE MOON: A Catwoman Tale** by Lauren Myracle, illus. by I. Goodhart. Selina Kyle is fiercer than she knows. For 15 years, she’s put up with her mother’s string of bad boyfriends, but when Derrnell, her mom’s current beau, proves crueler than the others, Selina re-evaluates her place in her home. There’s no way Selina and Derrnell can live under the same roof! 224 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99.

**Graphic Novels & Comics**

**RED RIDING HOOD AND THE BIG SAD WOLF, VOL. 2**

By Shin Hachijo. Love burns—especially when you’re a sensitive wolf, who’s caught the eye of a sadistic pyromaniac. After incinerating Wolf’s home, Red Riding Hood has decided she’s going to marry him—but her parents have other plans! In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. 

Item #3793281 $4.95

**NAMELESS ASTERISM, VOL. 2**

By Kina Kobayashi. Tsukasa doesn’t know how to respond to Asukara’s feelings. Should she give him a hint that she’s interested? Or should she act like nothing’s changed and continue on as usual? Tsukasa’s not the only one dealing with a troubled heart. Kotooka has plenty of secrets of her own. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. 

Item #3741910 $4.95

**DREAMIN’ SUN, VOLUME 1**

By Ichigo Takano. Kameko Shimana feels out of place in her own home. Her mother is dead and her father and step-mom only seem to care about Shimana’s six-month-old baby brother. When Shimana decides to skip school and runs away to a nearby park, she stumbles upon a mysterious man in a kimono who will help her find a place of her own. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. 

Item #3769496 $4.95

**HELL LADIES: Junko Mizuno’s Early Works 1998-2001**

Featuring the distinctive, delicious and disturbing art of Japanese artist Junko Mizuno. This collection of her early works presents brightly colored, manga inspired girls with a transgressive twist. Mixing sweetness with horror and feminine sexuality, Mizuno is known for her psychedelic flair. Adults only. 108 pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99. 

Item #3780248 $21.95

**SEA OF THIEVES**

By Jeremy Whiteley. Set sail on a tale of danger and discovery as we follow the legend of two of the hardest crew ever to brave its turbulent waters. Who will be the first to claim the treasure that awaits them—and who will be first to walk the plank? Collects issues #1-4. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. 

Item #3894193 $5.95

**PRINCE VALIANT, VOL. 16, 1967-1968**

Hal Foster. In this 16th volume, Hal Foster’s evocative art brings to life the halcyon wonders of Camelot’s autumn hunt, during which Aleta loses her skirt to a charging stag and a drugged Armin becomes a crazed berserker. Fantagraphics. 10½x14¼. Pub. at $34.99. 

Item #388763C $21.95

**DON’T BE CRUEL, VOLUME 8**

By Yonezou Nekota. It’s been a while since Maya and Nemugasa have had any alone time, so they can’t help but go a little overboard when they finally see each other! But is it possible that Maya’s playboy days are really over? And what will Nemugasa do when he finds out the truth in this Yasis story? Adults only. In B&W. Seven Seas. Sublime Manga. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. 

Item #3851176 $9.95

**SMEDLEY**

By Jeff McComsey. In this 16th volume, Smedley Butler is retired from the Marines and has lost his bid to be a Pennsylvania senator. Here he recalls his toughest scrapes to an eager audience of WWI veterans, who, we discover, have a few war stories of their own. 166 pages. Naval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95.

Item #3221245 $17.95

**DISNEY MASTERS DONALD DUCK: Duck Avenger Strikes Again**


Item #3236056 $21.95

**MOTHER IS COMING: A FoxTrot Collection**

By Bill Amend. From the walls of Westeros to the hallways of schools, let the word go out; a new FoxTrot volume is here! The latest collection of this popular comic strip features more than two years of Fox family antics, spiced with all the usual collisions, neddies, and silliness fans have come to expect. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Andrews McMeel. 10x8. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99.

Item #385728X $5.95

**GASOLINE ALLEY, VOLUME TWO: The Complete Sundays, 1923-1925**

By Frank King. Discover the poignant humor and dazzling beauty of 1920s America—as seen through the eyes of creator Frank King and his characters, Walt & Skeezix. Using the King family’s collection of proofs, this giant-sized volume reprints in full-color every Gasoline Alley Sunday strip from January 1923 through May 1925. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Dark Horse. 12½x18½. Pub. at $75.00. 

Item #9569706 $13.95

**SPECTICKLES, VOLUME 1**

By Bill Abbott. You’ll recognize these characters from their huge glasses, but you’ll remember them for their “tears rolling down your face,” hyperventilating humor. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. 

Item #3705935 $9.95

**THE MOTHER-DAUGHTER DANCE**

By Cathy Guisewite. The most beloved mother-daughter duos back with a brand-new comic take on the difficult, wonderful, one of a kind relationship between neurotic daughter Cathy and her caring, comforting, slightly interfering mother. Fully illus. in color. Andrews McMeel. Pub. at $9.99.

Item #3148211 $4.95

**INTROVERT DOODLES**

By Maureen “Mazi” Wilson. Follow “Mazi” through all of her most uncomfortable, charming, honest, and hilarious moments that everyone—introvert, extrovert, or somewhere in between—can relate to. Fully illus. in color. Adams Media. Pub. at $14.99. 

Item #6825524 $4.95

**IF WE SURVIVE**

By Andrew Klavan. High schooler Will Peterson and three friends journeyed to Central America to help rebuild a school. In a poor, secluded mountain village, they won the hearts of the local people with their energy and kindness. But in one sudden moment, everything went horribly wrong. Ages 10 & up. 344 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99.

Item #296603X $4.95

**PIRATES OF THE DELAWARE**


Item #3850269 $5.95

**THE MACHINE GUNNERS**

By Robert Westall. Chas McGill stumbles across the wreckage of a downed German bomber and finds the ultimate trophy—a working machine gun—and he hides his discovery from the police. Soon friendships and loyalties are tested, and Chas’s gang’s actions have dangerous consequences. This compact collector’s edition is bound with gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. Ages 12 & up. 208 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99. 

Item #3705595 $4.95
**Children's Books**

- **THE WONDERFUL O** by James Thurber. A classic tale by the great American humorist, about an island society robed of the wonders of the letter O, and two louts who try to lock up the language—and lose. Ages 10 & up. Illus. 77 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00. Item #5955052 $5.95


- **DEAR SANTA, LOVE, WASHINGTON** by Forrest Everett. Illus. by P.Q. Phuc. Santa is ready to leave on Christmas Eve, but last-minute letters are arriving from Washington. From a little girl who is wishing for more sunshine to some mischievous bears inviting the reindeer over for a playdate, each of the included letters contains a humorous request. Ages 5-8. Fully illus. in color. Familius. Pub. at $16.99. Item #2827662 $7.95

- **FRECKLEFACE STRAWBERRY: Lunch, or What’s That?** by Julianne Moore. Illus. by L. Brown. Emily wants to be an artist, and her inspiration is Pablo Picasso. Painting is an escape from the sadness of her dad moving out. When Pablo Picasso was sad, he only painted in shades of blue—and now is Emily’s blue period, too. A touching and ultimately uplifting story of finding comfort in art. Ages 4-7. Fully illus. in color. 56 pages. Roaring Brook. Pub. at $17.99. Item #6672553 $5.95

- **RANGO: The Movie Storybook** by Justine Fontes. A fast-talking chameleon named Rango. Includes behind the scenes artwork used to create the movie. Ages 5-10. Fully illus. in color. Sterling. 8⅝x11¼. Pub. at $9.95. Item #922795 $3.95

- **THE DOOR TO JANUARY** by Gillian French. Since 16 year old Natalie Payson moved away from her hometown of Bernier, Maine, she’s had nightmares. These are calling her back, drawing her to a door, house, a place, a time. Full of fear, she goes to Bernier to face up to the reason she left town, the boy she’s trying hard not to trust and the door in her dreams. 193 pages. Islandport. Pub. at $16.95. Item #6693636 $5.95

- **BOOK OF BEASTS** by Giles Sparrow. Those with the courage to open these pages will find trapped within it the foulest, fiercest, and most fantastical creatures to have ever sent shivers up a mortal’s spine. Incredible lineups show the beasts in all their hideous glory and you’ll get up close with amazing, action-packed battle scenes. Ages 5-8. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Ticktock. 8⅝x11¼. Pub. at $14.99. Item #6632350 $5.95

- **MORE THAN ENOUGH** by April Halprin Wayland. Illus. by K. Kath. Tells the story of children and their family as they prepare for, then celebrate, a Passover seder with foods, games, songs, and even a sleepover. Ages 4-8. Fully illus. in color. Dial. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $16.99. Item #6740324 $6.95

- **GODDESSES FROM A TO Z** by Ellen Lorenzi-Prince. Learn about 26 goddesses from 19 cultures around the world, including Australia, Asia, Africa, Europe, and the Americas. Goddesses have been part of our history for thousands of years, and they guide and inspire people today. A map shows where each of these beings began. Ages 5 & up. Illus. in color. Red Feather. Pub. at $19.99. Item #291950 $9.95

- **PETER PAN: Lit for Little Hands** This adorable interactive board-book is perfect for little hands. With colorful illustrations and original text from the book, it’s just right for beginning readers. Ages 3-6. Familius. Pub. at $12.99. Item #2802104 $9.95

- **EMILY’S BLUE PERIOD** by Cathleen Daly. Illus. by L. Brown. Emily wants to be an artist, and her inspiration is Pablo Picasso. Painting is an escape from the sadness of her dad moving out. When Pablo Picasso was sad, he only painted in shades of blue—and now is Emily’s blue period, too. A touching and ultimately uplifting story of finding comfort in art. Ages 4-7. Fully illus. in color. 56 pages. Roaring Brook. Pub. at $17.99. Item #6672553 $5.95

- **RASHOMON AND OTHER STORIES** by Ryunosuke Akutagawa. This collection of six short stories includes “In a Grove,” a psychologically sophisticated tale about murder, rape, and suicide; “Rashomon,” the story of a thief scared into honesty by an encounter with a ghoul; and “Kesa and Morito,” the story of man driven to kill someone he doesn’t hate by a lover whom he loves. Tuttle. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. Item #6739709 $4.95

- **INTERFLECTIONS 2: An Anthology of Interstitial Writing** Ed. by D. Sherman & C. Barczak. It’s all about breaking rules, ignoring boundaries, cross-pollinating the fields of literature. These are stories to surprise us—showing us that literature holds possibilities we’d never imagined. 302 pages. Small Beer Press. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. Item #3932370 $3.95

- **THE GREATEST SEARCH AND RESCUE STORIES EVER TOLD** Ed. by Tom McCarthy. Collects twelve of the most compelling search and rescue accounts of the last two hundred years, from William Lewis Manly bringing relief to 49ers lost in Death Valley, to modern-day SAR teams working with the National Park and Forest Services to locate missing hikers or carry out the injured from a wilderness mishap. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95. Item #2814943 $4.95

- **A PERFECT UNIVERSE: Ten Stories** by Scott O’Connor. Sharply observed, and beautifully written, these stories are a masterful exploration of growing up and growing old, loss and longing, identity and deception, and the search for redemption, humanity, and grace. 244 pages. S&S. Pub. at $24.99. Item #3880184 $4.95

- **SEAS LottonE: Selected Stories** by Valerie Martin. The twelve stories in this collection showcase Martin’s precision, and grace and are organized around the three obsessions that drive her fiction—the power of nature, the human price of art, and the enduring appeal of mythic transformations, while exploring the themes of obsession, justice, passion, and duplicity. 315 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $25.95. Item #6578373 $3.95

**Short Story Anthologies**

- **POINTS NORTH: Stories** by Howard Frank Mosher. From an inquisitive itinerant preacher who beguiles the reticent farmers and shopkeepers of a small New England town, to a proposed dam that threatens the river that Kinneson men have fished for generations; here is a collection of ten stories that center around the Kinneson family, ranging over decades of their history in Vermont’s fabled Northeast Kingdom. 202 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99. Item #3829359 $9.45
Short Story Anthologies

**ANGELS ON CALL** By Robert D. Lesslie. Whether they walk, or are wheeled, or are carried in, every person in the ER has a unique story to tell. And every one of them needs an angel. Lesslie invites you to experience the heart-tingling drama he’s witnessed firsthand during his 30 plus years as an ER doctor. 261 pages. Harvest House. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 Item #09875813 $7.95

**MORTAL ECHOES: Encounters with the End** Ed. by Greg Buzwell. Spanning two centuries, this collection of fifteen stories features some of the finest writers in the English language, including Daphne du Maurier, Edgar Allan Poe, Graham Greene and H.G. Wells. Intriguing, unsettling and often darkly humorous, they explore humanity’s transient existence, and what it means to be alive. 284 pages. British Library. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 Item #3701891 $9.95

**THE LARIAT AND OTHER WRITINGS** By Jaime de Angulo. A collection of seven short stories by one of the most colorful and captivating writers of the twentieth century, who came to America to be a cowboy, not an author. His life as a rodeo cowboy and a maverick in the West is celebrated in this rich collection. 190 pages. Counterpoint. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 Item #09830227 $5.95

I WANT TO SHOW YOU MORE By Jamie Quarto. These fifteen linked stories present readers with dark theological complexities, fractured marriages, and mercurial temptations. 206 pages. Grove. Pub. at $24.00 Item #5920442 $3.95

HONEYDEW By Edith Pearlman. A stunning collection of twenty short stories about the predicaments of being human. Whether the characters we encounter are a special child with pentachromatic vision or a group of displaced Somali women adjusting to life in suburban Boston, Pearlman knows each of them intimately and reveals them to us with unsurpassed generosity. 279 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $25.00 Item #0742889 $3.95

SOLDIER STORIES: 100 Years of American Heroes from Boot Camp to the Home Front By Lowell Thomas et al. From WWI through the War on Terror, this collection of stories honors the men and women of America’s armed forces, providing a powerful retrospective on the horrors of war, the love that grows from camaraderie, the humor that springs from military bureaucracy, and the pride in defending American values. 234 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 Item #3789721 $4.95

**THE MABINOGION** Set in dual realms of the forests and valleys of Wales and of the shadowy other-world, these eleven tales are permeated by a dreamlike atmosphere. This edition includes introductory prefaces to each story, a list for further reading, and a note on pronunciation. 171 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00 Item #3699129 $9.95

**SHOR SHAMANIC EPIC FOLKTALES** By Alexander & Luba Arbachakov. The Shor heroic tales are the largest and most long-standing genre of Shor folklore. This very special manuscript describes and preserves two of these epics, 123 pages. Moon Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 Item #295589X $9.95


**BLACKBEARD’S CUP AND STORIES OF THE OUTER BANKS** By Charles Harry Whedbee. Collects sixteen tales that attest to the rich oral tradition of the coastal area of North Carolina. These tales attempt to explain local phenomena and bizarre happenings that occur in this storied area. 175 pages. John F. Blair. Pub. at $16.95 Item #791333X $5.95

**THE FAIREST OF THEM ALL: Snow White and 21 Tales of Mothers and Daughters** By Maria Tatar. Tatar’s story of the rivalry between a beautiful, innocent girl and her equally beautiful and cruel mother has been endlessly repeated and reinvented all over the world. Tatar, an acclaimed folklorist, brings to life a global melodrama of mother-daughter rivalries in 21 short stories that play out across countries and cultures. 16 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95 Item #3897370 $2.25

**WATER IN PLAIN SIGHT: Hope for a Thrirsty World** By Judith D. Schwartz. A compelling collection of eight stories from around the globe offering an inspiring reminder that changing the future of our drying planet requires understanding our most precious natural resource and the natural systems it thrives in. 249 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $7.95

**GEORGETOWN MYSTERIES AND LEGENDS** By Elizabeth Huntsinger Wolf. This popular folklorist, storyteller and tour guide is at her best in this collection of nineteen tales from that most mysterious and haunted of places, Georgetown County, South Carolina. Titles include Storm Ball; The Money Pit; The Samipti Drawbridge Tragedy; Cinthy; Folic; Drunken Jack the Pirate; and more. Blair. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 Item #2956190 141 pages. John F. Blair. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 Item #2913437 $3.95

**THE RIDLE IN THE TALE** By Taffy Thomas. Features both magical riddle tales and simple challenges. Discover how the farmer saved his daughter by solving the fairies’ riddles or how the old hen-wife helped the two brothers solve the mystery of their father’s will. Illus. 176 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 Item #0848607 $7.95

**TALES FROM SILVER LANDS** By Charles J. Finger. Unabridged republication of the 1925 edition. This Newbery Award-winning collection presents 19 rich and dramatic South American folktales. Fables of talking animals, witches, giants, and ordinary people in supernatural settings provide remarkable insights into the region’s values and culture. 225 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 Item #6714188 $5.95

More Fiction

**THE PEPPERMINT MOCHA MURDER** By Colette London. Heading to New England with her friend Travis, for the opening of his pal’s highly-touted holiday musical, it’s beginning to look like a merry Christmas for Hayden. But when the show’s producer is murdered, Hayden trades sampling Chocolate Santas for finding the killer—especially since this time, Travis is the one asking for her help. 344 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 Item #3965708 $4.95

**TORTURES OF THE DAMNED** By Hunter Sheu. First the electricity goes, plunging the east coast in darkness after a nuclear attack. Millions die. They are the lucky ones. Next the chemical weapons take effect, except for a handful of survivors in a bomb shelter. They are the damned. This is hell on earth. The rules are simple: Kill or die. 439 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 Item #2977001 $3.95

**I AM HALF-SICK OF SHADOWS** By Alan Bradley. It’s Christmas time, and Flavia de Luce—an eleven year old sleuth with a passion for chemistry—is tucked away in her laboratory, whipping up a concoction to ensnare Saint Nick. But when a body is discovered at Buckshaw, the de Lucys’ decaying English estate, Flavia must ferret out a killer hidden in plain sight. 315 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 Item #3832813 $4.95

**SNOWFALL** By Shelley Shepard Gray. Twenty-year-old Ruth Stutzman is relieved to find work as a caregiver after being laid off from her job—even if it means temporarily watching wishper Martin Rhodie’s brood of six. Each passing day brings the family closer to Ruth, and closer to Christmas, when she will have to say goodbye. 222 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 Item #817988 $3.95

**THE DAY OF THEIR WEDDING** By William Dean Howells. Novella. Two young people wish to get married; the only trouble is that they belong to a Shaker community and must run away to do so. Originally published in 1895, this simple story tells of their short escape into the brave new world they hope to belong to, and their return to the world they know. 143 pages. Green Integer. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 Item #3716783 $3.95
### More Fiction

#### GAME OF THE GODS
By Jay Schiffman. Despite his prowess as a military commander and judge, Max Cone longs for a life outside the political spotlight. But when the world descends into a cataclysmic global war, his only priority is rescuing his kidnapped wife and children. They stole his family. They made a grave mistake. 335 pages. Tor. Pub. at $28.99
- Item #583462X $5.95
- Item #2905558 $4.95

#### TELL ME HOW THIS ENDS WELL
By David Samuel Levinson. Taking place in 2022, America, this is a blistering and prescient vision of the near future, turning the exploits of one very funny, very troubled family into a rare and compelling exploration of the state of America and what it could become. 404 pages. G.P. Putnam's. Pub. at $27.00
- Item #5740044 $4.95

#### A PLACE CALLED HOPE
By Philip Gulley. When Quaker Pastor Sam Gardner is asked by the ill Unitarian minister to oversee a wedding in his place, Sam naturally agrees. It’s not until he powder couple stands before him that he realizes change has come to Harmony. The wedding sits up a tempest of strong opinions and misunderstandings, and Sam soon finds himself facing possible unemployment. 239 pages. Center Street. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00
- Item #5291752 $3.95

#### PLATTE RIVER
- Item #53846245 $4.95

#### THE COMMUNIST
By Guido Morselli. Walter is always, has been, and always will be a Communist; he has no doubt about that, and yet something has changed. Communism no longer explains the life he is living, the future he hoped for, or perhaps most troubling of all, the life he has led. 324 pages. N.Y.R.B. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95
- Item #52961032 $4.95

#### GATHER THE DAUGHTERS
By Jennie Melamed. In an insular community on an island, children reign supreme in the summer. And it is the end of one summer that Caitlin sees something so strange, so horrifying, that she must share it with the others, prompting rebel Janey to step up and seek the truth, and leading the girls in a uprising that may be their salvation, or their undoing. 341 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $26.00
- Item #5949312 $4.95

#### THE BELOVED HOPE CHEST
By Amy Clipston. Mattie Fisher’s daughters know that she’s been keeping a secret from them, and with each item pulled from the family hope chest, they come ever closer to exposing it. But Mattie isn’t ready to open those old wounds—or to face their inevitable aftermath. 290 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99
- Item #580019X $4.95

#### MILLENNIUM PEOPLE
- Item #53822176 $3.95

#### THE AMISH CLOCKMAKER
By M.S. Clark & S. Meissner. Newlywed Matthew Zook is expanding his family’s tack and feed store when a surprising property dispute puts the remodel on hold and raises new questions about the location’s mysterious past. The only way Matthew can solve the boundary issue is to track down the original owner, who was accused of killing his beloved wife. Book three of The Men of Lancaster County series. 340 pages. Harvest House. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99
- Item #5874784 $9.95

#### BY SILENT MAJORITY
By Robert Buschel. Only days before the vote for his next election, President Daniel Carlson’s chief of staff told him, “They know, Daniel.” After all these years, Daniel didn’t believe that his secret would get out. Dreams will be shattered and lives are in danger. Can America handle the truth? 339 pages. Post Hill. Pub. at $25.00
- Item #5949312 $4.95

#### THE FIRST BOOK OF CALAMITY LEEK
- Item #583774 $3.95

#### STONES IN THE ROAD
By E.B. Moore. 1867. Growing up among the Pennsylvania Amish, 11-year-old Joshua knows his father is a respected church deacon. He also knows his father’s drunken, violent rage. When Joshua decides to flee, it thrusts him into an English world he doesn’t understand—and his mother into a role she never saw coming. 360 pages.NAL. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00
- Item #5775264 $4.95

#### TWILIGHT’S LAST GLEAMING
By John Michael Greer. The year is 2028. Oil is black gold that controls the fortunes of all nations and the once-mighty United States is down to the dregs. A giant oil field is discovered off the Tanzanian coast and the U.S. finds their solution to the ailing economy. But Tanzania’s allies—the Chinese—start their own machinations. 394 pages. Aeon. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95
- Item #5879389 $4.95

#### A LIFE APART
- Item #5879389 $4.95

#### THE 100 YEAR MIRACLE
By Ashley Ahear. After years of waiting, the once in a lifetime chance to study the tiny sea creatures that produce dazzling lights in the bay around a small island, could be Dr. Rachel Bell’s last chance for something to go right. Strange and mysterious things happen during this time, and she has only six days to uncover and control the Miracle before the waters go dark for another hundred years. 310 pages. Flatiron Books. Pub. at $26.99
- Item #5899702 $3.95

#### VIDA
By Marge Piercy. Back in the ’60s, Vida Asch was a political star of the exuberant antiwar movement. Now, a decade later, she’s on the run, her star-quality replaced by stubborn courage. She comes briefly to rest in a safe house on Cape Cod, where another fugitive is already residing. Initially annoyed, Vida ultimately finds herself warming toward a man for the first time in years. 411 pages.PM Press. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00
- Item #5764327 $3.95

#### GENTLEMEN AND PLAYERS
By Joanne Harris. For generations, privileged young men have attended St. Oswald’s Grammar School for Boys. But unwelcome change is blowing, and St. Oswald’s is unraveling, and only Classics teacher Roy Straitlay stands in the way of its ruin. 422 pages. Harper Perennial. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99
- Item #5589044 $4.95

#### DEPTH
By Lev AC Rosen. A million people make their home among the skyscrapers poking through the ocean waves in what was New York City before the polar ice caps melted. Simone Pearce who is one of them has a routine surveillance job—cheating husband, attractive blonde. When the husband turns up dead, and she is suspected for the murder, she has to work fast to find the real killer. 264 pages. Regan Arts. Pub. at $24.95
- Item #5754058 $4.95

#### TRADITION
By Charles W. Chesnutt. Originally published in 1901. When a black man is wrongly accused of the murder of a white woman, a gifted black doctor struggles with what to do—fake on the mantle of leading the black struggle in the town, or does he face his responsibility of fighting prejudice and segregation. 273 pages. The X Press. Paperback. Pub. at $10.95
- Item #566377X $4.95

#### THE GEMINI EXPERIMENT
By Brian Pinkerton. Receiving the news that he’s dying, Tom Nolan is recruited onto a covert experiment. The experiment is to achieve immortality through the transfer of a living human mind to a highly realistic human android replica. When spies discover the technological breakthrough, Tom is caught in a crisis that could change the course of the world. 234 pages. Flame Tree. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95
- Item #5960444 $3.95
The Damascus Road

By Jay Parini. In the years after Christ’s crucifixion, Paul of Tarsus, a prosperous tentmaker and Jewish scholar, took it upon himself to persecute the small groups of Jesus’s followers that had sprung up. But on the road to Damascus, he had some sort of blinding vision, a profound conversion that transformed him into the most effective messenger Christianity has ever had. 347 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $27.95
Item #2943409 $7.95

Audio Books

The Burial Hour

By Jeffery Deaver. Read by Edoardo Ballerini. Lincoln Rhyme and Amelie Sachs are drawn into a complex case of kidnapping in both NYC and Naples, Italy, requiring international cooperation. But not everyone involved in the investigation can be trusted. Sachs and Rhyme find themselves playing a dangerous game with lives across the globe hanging in the balance. Fourteen hours on 13 CDs. Grand Central. Pub. at $40.00
Item #2962896 $8.95

The Girl on the Train

By Paula Hawkins. Read by Clare Corbett et al. Rachel takes the same commuter train every morning and night. Every day she rattles down the track seeing the same people—until today when she sees something shocking. When the police don’t believe her, she becomes entangled in the investigation herself. Eleven hours on 9 CDs. Penguin Audiobooks. Pub. at $24.99
Item #3738485 $9.95